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ABSTRACT
Positioning Analysis of Second-Tier Convention Destinations
As Perceived by Association Meeting Planners in the U.S.A.
by
Min Sun Park
Dr. Seyhmus Baloglu, Examination Committee Chair
Associate Professor Hotel Administration
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas

This research examines and compares the association meeting planners’
perceptions (cognitive, affective, and overall) and behavioral intentions o f four selected
Second-Tier convention destinations: Indianapolis, Nashville, Charlotte, and San Jose.
The study measures both quantitative (structured) and qualitative (unstructured)
perceptions to uncover perceived strengths and weaknesses o f each convention city.
This study can confirm that there are significant differences in the perceptions and
the behavioral intentions for the four convention destinations. The findings o f the study
will be beneficial to both Second-Tier cities and association meeting planners. The
Second-Tier cities will better understand planners’ site selection criteria and perceptions,
which will help the cities to develop a more effective marketing strategy.
The results will also be useful to the association meeting planners in terms o f revealing
industry peers’ opinions o f important site selection criteria for Second-Tier cities.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
The meetings and conventions market is perceived as one o f the most competitive
and lucrative sectors o f the travel and tourism industry today (Crouch & Louviere, 2004).
The meetings and conventions segment contributes 1.3 trillion annually to the U.S. travel
and tourism industry. This huge amount o f revenues significantly influences business
travel partners such as airlines, hotels and resorts, convention centers, ground
transportation providers, food service providers, and entertainment companies (Meetings
Professional International, 2003). According to the 2004 Meetings Market Report, there
were more than one million meetings held in 2003, generating $44.7 billion in
expenditures, and attracting 84.6 million attendees (Braley, 2004). A recent study
conducted by the Convention Industry Council (CIC, 2005) revealed that the meetings
industry ranked 29th in the private industry sector in terms o f contribution to the gross
national product generating $122.31 billion o f direct spending. Meetings produced an
estimated $21.40 billion in federal, state, and local tax revenue, and directly supported
1.70 million full-time equivalent (ETE) jobs.
In terms o f economic value, association meetings are the most important subsegment o f the meetings and conventions market (Baloglu & Love, 2005; Crouch &
Louviere, 2004). The American Society o f Association Executives (ASAE) states that
there are more than 147,000 associations in the United States. The association market

1
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dominates the $122.31 billion meetings industry, spending more than $81 billion
annually to hold meetings, expositions, and conventions. In addition, the ripple effect o f
association activities on other sectors o f the economy is best demonstrated by the impact
o f association meetings and conventions on the travel and hospitality industry. According
to ASAE research (2003), association-sponsored meetings and conventions now accounts
for more than 26 million overnight hotel stays each year.
As associations annually spend billions o f dollars on meetings and conventions,
destinations can benefit greatly by being selected as a site for association meetings, and
tend to aggressively compete to host this market (Clark & McCleary, 1995). Cities, both
large and small, offer a wide range o f incentives to entice association meetings to choose
their destinations. The so-called “Second-Tier” cities started building convention centers
with aspirations o f gaining a share o f the economic benefits enjoyed by the established
meeting and convention markets (Nelson & Rys, 2000). M any Second-Tier convention
destinations offer first-class amenities and services at lower prices than First-Tier cities
(McAdam, 1997). Associations that previously never considered these destinations are
now enthusiastically seeking them for their meetings and conventions (Korn, 1998).
Unfortunately, there is no comprehensive definition o f Second-Tier, and definitions given
in the literature are rather subjective and broad (Van Hyfte & Strick, 2005). According to
the APEX Industry Glossary by Convention Industry Council (CIC, 2004), a Second-Tier
destination is “a city where the space limitations o f the convention center, the hotels, or
the air lift, make the city more appropriate for smaller meetings and events.” However,
some argued that the distinctions o f destination market tier in terms o f convention center
size have become obsolete. The differences are increasingly less relevant because o f the
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huge investment in infrastructure and development o f convention facilities by the
Second-Tier destinations (Korn, 1999). Although lack o f direct air connection to SecondTier destinations is still a critical disadvantage (Nelson & Rys, 2000), thanks to the
expanded air coverage by JetBlue, Southwest Airlines, America West (presently part o f
U.S. Airways), and a host o f other discount air-carriers, Second-Tier cities are growing as
viable meeting destinations (Welch & Chapman, 2003; Jackson, 2005). In addition,
exceptional hospitality services such as “big fish in a small pond” treatment at SecondTier cities certainly attract associations to look for these destinations. Today,
destinations’ hotel room capacity is the main factor in a site selection for association
meetings (Kovaleski, 2004). Many Second-Tier cities are challenging the lack o f
accommodations near meeting places. For instance. Salt Lake City did not have a hotel
with more than 850 rooms until 2001 (Ross, 2001), but now the city has over 17,000
hotel rooms available, with more than 7,000 rooms located within walking distance o f the
Salt Palace Convention Center (Salt Lake Convention & Visitors Bureau, 2005).
While availability, accessibility, and affordability are propelling a growing
number o f Second-Tier destinations onto associations’ short lists, many Second-Tier
destinations have perception problems (Roberts & Phillips, 1999). Since registration
revenue is critical to an association’s bottom line, a destination’s name recognition is
certainly an important factor in the process o f site selection. This also points out that
Second-Tier destinations should be properly positioning themselves with a correct
destination image. The key element in marketing any product is its unique selling
proposition, i.e., the one element that makes it stand out from the competition.
Destinations are products that need to be sold. Second-Tier destinations must have a
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unique market position that will satisfy the needs o f an association. They must offer
features, facilities, and services that set them apart from their competitors (Lippman,
2000, p25).
Lewis et al. (1995) defined position as the consumer’s mental perception o f a
product, which may or may not differ from the actual physical characteristics o f a product
or brand. Other researchers pointed out that a brand’s position is determined by its
customers not the brand’s management and the position comprises the bundle of
attributes both tangible (the physical facilities) and intangible (services offered) (Dev,
Morgan & Shoemaker, 1995). According to Chacko (1997), a position that evokes
images o f a destination in the customers mind; images that differentiate the destination
from the competition and also as a place that can satisfy their needs and wants. Thus,
positioning analysis on a target market basis provides the tools to identify opportunities
for creating the desired image that differentiates from the competition, and for serving the
target market better than anyone else (Lewis, Chambers & Chacko, 1995, p375).

Statement o f the Problem
Through the review o f the literature, several problems have been identified and
that led to the development o f this study. First, although there has been extensive research
on destination selection process, selection criteria, and tourism destination images in
previous tourism literature, few empirical studies have addressed the topics o f convention
destination images and association meeting planner perceptions o f convention
destinations (Baloglu & Love, 2005; Boon, Ohlin, & Brand, 1994; Oppermann, 1996a,
1996b; Pike & Ryan, 2004). Pertinent to an effective destination positioning for the
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association market, association meeting planners’ perceptions are important for
destination marketers since they are involved in the site selection process, and influence
the selection o f the final convention site. In addition, association meeting planners’
perceptions o f destination attributes might be different from traveler and end-user
perceptions (Baloglu & Love, 2005; Chacko & Fenich, 2000).
Secondly, numerous articles in trade journals o f the meetings and conventions
industry have dealt with issues relevant to Second-Tier convention destinations (Bastian,
2001 Cipriano, 1999; Hainsfurther, 2002; Jackson, 2004 & 2005; Kom, 1998 & 1999;
Kovaleski & McGee, 2004; Krantz, 2005; Lenhart, 1999; Lippman, 2000; Newman,
1993; Ross, 2001 & 2003; Teibel, 1994; W elch & Chapman, 2003). Despite the cities’
growth in popularity, academic research on Second-Tier convention cities is very scant.
Also, there has been disagreement with regards to definitions o f convention market tier.
These disputes are various and subjective. Several previous academic studies about
convention destinations mainly focused on major cities, which have traditionally
dominated the market. Baloglu & Love (2005) investigated association meeting planners’
perceptions and intentions for five major U.S. cities: Las Vegas, Chicago, Dallas, Atlanta,
and Orlando. Chacko & Fenich (2000) examined the meeting planners’ rating o f seven
U.S. convention cities to determine the importance o f convention destination attributes.
In their research, the six cities chosen for comparison with New Orleans were Atlanta,
Chicago, Las Vegas, New Orleans, Orlando, San Antonio, and San Francisco. Finally,
many tourism and convention sector studies had overlooked the affective image
component (Baloglu & Love, 2005; Pike & Ryan, 2004; Walmsley and Young, 1998;
Baloglu & Brinberg, 1997). Affective image represents an individual’s feelings toward an
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object (Fishbein, 1967). Gartner (1993) suggested that affective image usually becomes
operational during the evaluation stage o f the destination selection process.

Research Purpose and Objectives
The main purpose o f this study is to examine and compare Second-Tier
convention destinations’ images, as perceived by association meeting planners, for four
selected cities: Indianapolis, Nashville, Charlotte, and San Jose, and to uncover the
perceived strengths and weaknesses o f these destinations. The selected four cities were
most frequently perceived as Second-Tier convention destinations by association meeting
planners during the pilot survey (Park, 2005) conducted at the PCMA (Professional
Convention Management Association) Annual M eeting in Hawaii, January, 2005.
More specifically, this study aims to
1. Identify important criteria o f site selection for Second-Tier convention
destinations.
2. Examine the four Second-Tier destinations’ performance and destination
images in terms o f association meeting planners’ cognitive, affective, and
overall perceptions.
3. Examine the association meeting planners’ behavioral intentions (i.e.
intentions o f selecting or intentions o f recommending to others) for the four
selected Second-Tier destinations.
4. Investigate the relationships between the association meeting planners’
familiarity (i.e. previous experiences: held conventions or visitation) with the
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four selected destinations and their perceptions and behavioral intentions for
the destinations.
5. Explore in-depth destination images for the four selected Second-Tier
destinations through open-ended (unstructured) questions.

Research Hypotheses
Based on previous studies and literature review, the following research
hypotheses were proposed in this study:
H I : The meeting planners who have previous experiences (held conventions or visitation)
with a Second-Tier convention destination have different perceptions from those
with no previous experiences with that convention destination.
H la: The meeting planners who have previous experiences with a Second-Tier
convention destination have different cognitive perceptions from those with no
previous experiences with that convention destination.
H lb: The meeting planners who have previous experiences with a Second-Tier
convention destination have different affective perceptions from those with no
previous experiences with that convention destination.
H lc: The meeting planners who have previous experiences with a Second-Tier
convention destination have different overall image from those with no
previous experiences with that convention destination.
H2: The meeting planners who have previous experiences (held conventions or visitation)
with a Second-Tier convention destination have different behavioral intentions from
those with no previous experiences with that convention destination.
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H3: The association meeting planners’ images o f the Second-Tier convention destinations
are different (At least, one Second-Tier convention destination’s image is different).
H3a: The association meeting planners’ cognitive perceptions o f the Second-Tier
convention destinations are different.
H3b: The association meeting planners’ affective perceptions o f the Second-Tier
convention destinations are different.
H3c: The association meeting planners’ overall image o f the Second-Tier convention
destinations are different.
H4: The association meeting planners’ behavioral intentions for the Second-Tier
convention destinations are different.

Importance o f the Study
The findings o f the study will be very beneficial to both Second-Tier cities and
association meeting planners. (1) W ith regard to important site selection criteria for
Second-Tier convention cities, it is critical for the destinations to understand the most
determinant attributes that actually influence site selection decision. This finding would
provide useful information to these destinations when they invest their limited marketing
resources and budget in destination development and direct the destinations to
concentrate on the appropriate marketing mix to meet the association market’s
expectations on Second-Tier convention destination. (2) The performance evaluation o f
four chosen Second-Tier cities on cognitive and affective attributes as well as overall
images will reveal the strengths and weaknesses o f the selected convention destinations.
Also, the results o f this study will provide implications for any discrepancies between the
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destinations’ planned images (supply side) and the images held by the association
meeting planners (demand side). These results will guide the destinations to develop
better understanding o f their market positioning relative to their eompetitors. Also, the
findings will help the four selected destinations in developing a more effective
destination promotional campaign and positioning strategy, as well as help them in
enhancing the destination image management o f the convention cities. (3) This study
would uncover extensive destination images o f the four selected destinations through
open-ended qualitative questions. The findings o f qualitative perceptions will provide
further explanations for the quantitative (structured) perceptions and behavioral
intentions o f the association meeting planners. In addition, these findings can provide
some unique perceptions o f the subject cities whieh eannot be exposed in the quantitative
pereeptions, and they could be administered as unique selling points in destination
marketing promotions. (4) Meanwhile, the result o f this researeh will also be beneficial to
the association meeting planners in terms o f revealing industry peers’ opinions o f
important site selection criteria for Second-Tier cities. (5) Finally, this research will
encourage further academic research on Second-Tier convention destinations, which have
received relatively little attention in previous researehes.

Definition o f Terms
M eeting: An event where the primary activity o f the attendees is to attend educational
sessions, participate in meetings/discussions, socialize, or attend other organized events.
There is no exhibit component to this event (APEX Industry Glossary, Convention
Industry Council website, 2004).
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Convention: An event where the primary activity o f the attendees is to attend educational
sessions, to participate in meetings/discussions, to socialize, or to attend other organized
events. There is a usually secondary exhibit component (APEX Industry Glossary,
Convention Industry Council website, 2004).
Association: An organized group o f individuals and/or companies who band together to
accomplish a common purpose, usually to provide for the needs o f its members. Often,
they are non-profit organizations (APEX Industry Glossary, Convention Industry Council
website, 2004).
Meeting Planner: In this paper, a person who is involved in any capacity o f site selection
and/or planning for meetings and conventions.
Second-Tier Destination: In this paper, Second-Tier destinations will be defined as a city
where the space limitations o f the convention center, the hotels, or the airlift, make the
city more appropriate for smaller meetings and events (APEX Industry Glossary,
Convention Industry Council website, 2004).
Positioning: “Positioning is the process o f establishing a distinctive place for a
destination in the minds o f travelers to the targeted markets” (Baloglu & McCleary,
1999b, pl45).
Image: “Image is the total perception o f the destination that is formed by processing
information from various sources over time” (Fakeye & Cropmpton, 1991, p i 0).
Destination image: According to Milman and Pizam (1995), destination image can be
essentially defined as a “visual or mental impression o f a place, a product, or an
experience held by the general public” (Milman & Pizam, 1995, p21).

10
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This chapter provides a literature review o f the meetings and convention industry,
convention site selection process and selection criteria. Second-Tier convention
destinations, and destination image studies. First, it reviews the economic impact o f
meetings and conventions industry, with emphasis on the association meetings market.
Next, it discusses site selection process and selection criteria for association’s meetings
and conventions. Furthermore, the review o f literature focuses on Second-Tier
convention cities. Lastly, it provides the review o f literature regarding destination image
studies relevant to the objectives o f the present study, such as components o f image,
destination positioning, influence o f previous experience, and measurement o f destination
image.

Meetings and Conventions Industry
The meetings and conventions industry is one o f the largest and fastest growing
sectors within the travel and tourism industry (Abbey & Link, 1994; Chacko & Fenich,
2000; Crouch & Ritchie, 1998; Choi, 2000; Choi & Boger, 2000; Oppermann, 1996a,
1996b; Oppermann & Chon, 1997). The meetings and conventions industry provides
tangible economic impacts and intangible benefits to tourism destinations (Dwyer et al.,
2000; Dwyer, 2002). The major economic impacts o f the industry are its contribution to

11
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employment and income, at both national and regional levels. In addition, the meetings
and convention industry is associated with a range o f other benefits o f more intangible
nature. Intangible benefits include associated social and cultural benefits to the
destination, the exchange o f ideas, the cultivation o f business contacts, the provision o f
forums for continuing education and training, and the facilitation o f technology transfers
(Dwyer & Forsyth, 1997; Dwyer, Mellor, et al., 2000). The meetings and conventions
industry has two main sub-segment markets: association and corporate meetings (Chon,
1991). These markets are distinguished by several characteristics (Crouch & Weber,
2002; Oppermann & Chon, 1997). In terms o f number o f meetings, the corporate market
is the largest single market segment accounting for over 65 percent o f meetings (Lawson,
2000 as cited in Crouch & Weber, 2002) and the corporate meetings tend to be small size
w ith delegate numbers generally fewer than 100 people. Corporate meetings are usually a
requirement for the employees and attendees’ expenses are covered by the organizing
company. The association market holds the largest meetings and conventions and
thousands o f meeting delegates attend the annual conventions which account for about
one-third o f association’s annual income. Thus, it is especially important for associations
to select an appropriate convention destination that can increase attendance numbers to
achieve such profit objectives. In contrast to corporate meetings attendees, delegates o f
association meetings have to fund their travel expenses themselves and often bring their
families (Crouch & Weber, 2002). Oppermann & Chon (1997) described this main
distinction as “freedom o f choice” on the side o f the association meetings attendees. The
authors stated that this freedom o f choice makes the association segment quite interesting
for researchers because their travel patterns and buying behaviors are potentially

12
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influenced by their perception o f the destination, conference organizers, their own needs
and desires, and financial and other factors (Oppermann & Chon, 1997, p i 80).
Economic Impact o f the Meetings and Conventions Industry
A s mentioned earlier, the meetings and conventions industry has great direct and
indirect economic impacts on host destinations as a major revenue generator. Shure
(1995) described the meetings and conventions industry as “red-hot” industry, which
outpaced the growth o f white-hot economy. Several trade journals about the meetings and
conventions industry {Association Meetings, Convene, Meetings & Conventions, and
Successful Meetings) and the Convention Industry Council (CIC) have reported the
growth o f the industry and its economic impacts. As pointed by Crouch & Ritchie (1998),
figures and estimates o f the size and economic values o f the meetings and conventions
industry vary significantly depending on how the industry is defined and measured. The
2004 CIC’s Economic Impact Studies have provided significant information to
understand the importance o f the meetings and conventions industry and its contribution
to other businesses. The recent economic impact study for the MICE industry (Meetings,
Incentive Travel, Conventions, & Exhibitions) conducted by the Convention Industry
Council (CIC, 2005) showed that the industry has grown over 40 percent throughout the
decade by generating $122.31 billion in total direct spending in 2004. The study reported
that the economic impact o f the industry has continuously contributed to the development
o f other industries and directly and indirectly supported local and national economy o f
the United States. The industry’s spending in 2004 and tax revenue rippled through every
sector o f the local economy, from restaurants and transportation to retail stores and other
services, while supporting 1.7 million jobs in the United States. It generated more than

13
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36% o f the hotel industry’s estimated $109.3 billion in operating revenue and $21.40
billion in total direct tax impact (CIC, 2005).
The M eeting M arket Report released biennially since 1974 by Meetings &
Conventions magazine also confirmed that continuous healthy growth o f the meetings
and conventions industry. As shown in Table 1, the Meetings Market Report provided
valuable information o f indieating the growth o f the industry over the last decade in
number o f meetings, expenditures, and number o f attendees. According to the Meeting
Market Report 2004, the direct spending o f the meetings and conventions industry in
2003 was $44.7 billion which was the largest dollar amount ever reported in the survey
and that figure was seven percent larger than the previous high o f $41.8 billion spent in
1997. In terms o f number o f attendees, attendance inereased six percent from 2001 to
2003, to 84.6million. The number o f meetings rose two percent in the same period, from
1,033,600 to 1,058,800 (Braley, 2004, p3). Other highlight in the report mentioned that
the association meetings spent an average o f $227, 400 per major convention in 2003, a
twelve percent inerease over 2001. In addition, the eorporate meetings were a major
contributor to the growth o f the industry in 2003, spending $15 billion, a 45 percent rise
from two years earlier and 38 percent more than the pervious high o f $10.8 billion spent
in 1997 (Braley, 2004).
Association Meetings Market
The association meetings market is considered the most important sub-segment in
the meetings and conventions industry due to its significant economic contributions
(Crouch & Louviere, 2004). Currently, the association meetings market dominates the
$122.31 billion MICE business in the United States accounting for two-thirds, or
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Table 1
The Growth o f the Meetings and Conventions Industry (1993-2003)
Year

Total number o f meetings
(in millions)

Total expenditures
(in billions)

Total number o f
attendees
(in millions)

Association

Corporate

Association

Corporate

Association

Corporate

1993

218.3

801.3

$29.8

$10.6

29.4

55.1

1995

186 j

797.1

28.8

8.6

28.1

49.3

1997

20R8

783.9

31.0

10.8

29.6

49.9

1999

185.8

835.7

30.0

10.2

27.9

51.0

2001

189.5

844.1

30.5

10.3

28.4

51.5

2003

167.8

891.0

29.7

15.0

28.2

56.4

(Source: Meeting Market Report 2004, Meetings & Conventions)
Note: Figures for association meetings include conventions.

$81.94 billion o f the direct spending industry total while the corporate meetings market
accounted for the remaining third, or $40.37 billion (CIC, 2005).
Although the meetings and conventions, especially the association meetings
market has a significant economic impact on the travel and tourism industry as discussed
above, there has been little academic research to address this market segment (Abbey &
Link, 1994; Baloglu & Love, 2005; Choi & Boger, 2000; Clark & McCleary, 1995;
Crouch & Ritchie, 1998; Fenich, 1992; Oppermann, 1996a, 1998; Oppermann & Chon,
1997; Var, Cesario, & Mauser, 1985; Zelinsky, 1994). Zelinsky (1994) pointed this
problem as “the Convention constitutes a rich, but fallow, field for research.”
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Convention Site Selection Decision Process
M ontgomery & Strick (1995) argued that regardless o f types o f meetings, location
(destination) is a critical factor in determining its success. Kingston (1995) also stated
that the choice o f destination can make or break the convention. Due to enormous
economic impact brought by association meetings, host cities can benefit significantly by
being selected as the site for association meetings. To be successful in attracting
association meetings, convention destinations need to understand association’s decision
making process for site selection (Clark & McCleary, 1995; Clark, Evans, Knutson,
1997). In their exploratory study, by applying organizational buying theory to hospitality
industry, Clark & McCleary (1995) examined factors influencing the decision process o f
site selection for association meetings. The authors generated seven hypotheses and
conducted in-depth interview with 23 association-meeting planners who were familiar
with the buying process for meeting-site selection. In referring to the theory, the authors
explained that organizations’ purchasing decisions are usually made by the so-called
“buying centers”, while consumer decision making is typically made by individual or
family members. Buying centers are defined as a group o f people in the organization who
are actively and significantly involved in the purchase decision process (Mattson, 1998 as
cited in Clark & McCleary, 1995).
Furthermore, Clark, Price, and Murrmann (1996) discussed the role o f the
members o f a buying center. The authors pointed out the important role o f meeting
planners in the buying center’s site-selection decision process. As information
gatekeepers, association meeting planners influence the flow and quality o f information
to the benefit or detriment o f any particular city. In other words, they play a key role in
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including convention cities in the final consideration set in associations’ decision-making
process since they have professional preference from past experiences, reference groups,
or personal preferences for a particular destination. If the cities are not in an association’s
evoked set for consideration, they have a slight chance o f being selected (Clark &
McCleary, 1995). Thus, it is crucial for convention destinations to understand meeting
planners’ perceptions and experiences with the destinations (Baloglu & Love, 2005).

Second-Tier Convention Destinations
Convention destinations are severely competing to gain a piece o f lucrative
association businesses which provide enormous economic impacts on the host city, and
its local businesses. Several authors (Braley, 1996; Dobrian, 1998; Kom, 1998; Shure,
1998) have commented about increased interest in hosting conventions in Second-Tier
cities rather than First-Tier cities and identified potential reasons for this trend (Spiller,
2002). The improved economic conditions in the United States in recent years resulted in
more business and leisure travels and this caused the increase o f hotel occupancy and
room rates. Due to the upward pressure on rates and availability in m ajor cities,
associations began to consider Second-Tier cities. These cities offered not only more
competitive package in terms o f price and availability, but also greater flexibility (Spiller,
2002). In addition, Shure (1997) pointed out that the convention center building boom o f
the past decade has turned a number o f Second-Tier cities in to serious challengers for
major national conventions. According to the recent on-line poll conducted by MPI
(Meeting Professionals International, 2005), more than 60% o f meeting planners
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responded that they would more likely consider Second-Tier cities as meetings
destinations than two years ago.
What is a "Second-Tier” City?
While Second-Tier cities have heen growing and receiving unprecedented
attentions from associations, some could wonder about what Second-Tier Cities are and
how the meetings and conventions industry defines these destinations. After an extensive
review o f literature, it was found that no comprehensive, or no universal definition o f
Second-Tier cities exists. Some definitions o f Second-Tier cities or the destination market
tier were given seemed to be controversial, subjective, and unclear. Meeting
Professionals International defined a Second-Tier destination as a city with a population
o f more than 300,000 and less than one million (Sweeney, 2004). Shure (1997) suggested
three criteria: a city’s total numbers o f hotel rooms, the size o f the convention center, and
citywide rack (hotel room) rates to distinguish the Second-Tier from the First-Tier.
However, many argued that convention center size is no longer good measure to
determine whether a city belongs in the first or Second-Tier category but far too
subjective approach since the quality and scope o f physical facilities in second- tier cities
improved a lot. The distinction o f the First-Tier and Second-Tier were more likely a
matter o f individual perception because one’s first choice might be a second-choice to
another. International Association o f Convention Visitors Bureau (now the Destination
Marketing Association International) attempted to determine destination market tiering
by establishing an unbiased quantifiable measurement approach, so-called Performance
Measurement (Anonymous, 2002). The association adopted a calculation based on the
number o f hotel rooms per primary funding areas as the basis for classifying a bureau’s
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capacity to host visitors. The association explained that the calculation was chosen
because its variables were both easily quantifiable and objective. The number o f hotel
rooms related to the capacity o f a destination to host visitors and positively correlated
with the number o f flights, convention facilities, attractions, and retail establishments to
service visitors. The primary funding area o f a bureau was also selected because this
geographic unit represented the local jurisdiction from where the bureau receives funding.
CIC (Convention Industry Council)’s definition o f Second-Tier is broad. Convention
Industry Council (2004) defined a Second-Tier City as a city where the space limitations
o f the convention center, the hotels, or the airlift, make the city more appropriate for
smaller meetings and events.
The pros and cons o f Second-Tier cities as convention destinations have been
discussed in various articles published by meetings industry journals.
Affordability
Many Second-Tier cities promote themselves as value destinations, which offer
affordable alternatives. Compared to large cities, these Second-Tier cities provide
competitive hotel room rates, convention center packages, and restaurant cost. Tradeshow
Week indicated that the most affordable tradeshows found value in Second-Tier venues
(Genoist & Fox, 2002). Cincinnati offered the least expensive labor costs, which were
averaged $45.00, hourly, straight time rate. Reno reigned as the least expensive major
convention city in terms o f hotel room rate. In the city the average rate for first class,
single-room accommodations with taxes was $81.50 in 2001. According to Tradeshow
W eek’s B uyer’s Guide 2002, the ten most affordable cities were Louisville, Columbus,
Reno, Phoenix, Milwaukee, Atlantic City, Nashville, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and
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Pittsburgh. Cost was one of the major reasons that some associations, which used to hold
their meetings in the First-Tier destinations, have moved their venues into Second-Tier
cities (Cummings, 1999). For example, California Pharmacists Association used to go to
either San Francisco or San Diego held its meetings in Palm Springs and Santa Clara. The
main reason o f venue change was affordable prices in these smaller markets. Also they
considered the convention centers in large markets were too big for their meetings and
shows.
Flexibility
In order to get business, Second-Tier cities are very aggressive and flexible. San
Jose has reformed their whole approach to association meetings business. Consolidated
with San Jose CVB, the sales and marketing teams o f San Jose convention center made
the booking process simpler and more consistent for planners. Also, the city council
approved flexible pricing structures for the convention center. Thus rates are customized
for each group based on room nights, food and beverage, rentals, and the group’s overall
economic impact on the community. Besides, the convention center’s old rental contract
which used to put all the liability on the planner was rewritten to make it more customerfriendly (Kovaeski & McGee, 2004).
Friendliness
Nelson & Rys (2000) found a cooperative convention center staff as the most
important convention site selection criteria in their survey. They suggested that it would
be a mistake to invest in building physical facilities without making a commensurate
investment in human resources. Second-Tier cities have a reputation for being more
friendly and welcoming to visitors than are some larger markets. Many planners
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appreciate a cooperative sprit o f Second-Tier cities. They receive much more attention
than they would in larger destinations. They can be “big fishes in small ponds”. For
example, in Indianapolis, welcome signs may be posted on billboards along the interstate
into the city, and centerpieces welcoming attendees may adorn tables in the bars and
restaurants. St. Louis has hung event welcome banners on the light poles downtown.
Such things make the community more aware o f events, and the meeting attendees feel
more welcomed.
Availability
According to Tradeshow Week, over the next five years or so, 6.8 million square
feet o f exhibit space and 2.3 million square feet o f new meeting space will be built
(Kovaleski, 2004). Due to a convention centers’ construction boom in Second-Tier cities,
these destinations are now more available for association meetings. Additionally, many
Second-Tier cities now have the capacity to compete for the larger conventions. For
instance, with the Fort Lauderdale facility’s recent expansion and the construction o f
several hotels with meeting space, the city is now positioned to attract events o f all types
and sizes, said Dennis Edwards, senior vice president for sales and marketing at the Great
Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau (Tufel, 2004). Another city that is making
upgrades across the board is Louisville, KY. Already host to six successful trade shows in
the nation, the city expanded Commonwealth Convention Center to just under 300,000
square feet o f space, including 150,000 square feet o f contiguous, column-free exhibit
space (Korn, 1999).
Appeal to Niche Markets
Many Second-Tier convention cities are unique in their focus on special niches (Nelson
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& Rys, 2000). The Second-Tier cities’ affordable features, such as competitive lodging
and meal pricing (typically at rates that are much lower than those o f First-Tier cities),
are appealing to religious meeting planners, whose organizations may be more rate
sensitive than others. Another bonus for religious planners: most Second-Tiers offer a
wide variety o f complimentary or low-priced family attractions that are conveniently
located, making it easier for attendees to take family members to meetings (Bastian,
2001). For example, religious conventions are hot commodities for Charlotte, NC.
Collectively, the meetings attracted an estimated 225,000 religious association attendees
to downtown Charlotte and direct spending o f approximately $10 million. In addition,
many Second-Tier cities are in hot pursuit o f the m inority meetings market, one o f the
fastest growing segments o f the convention industry. For instance, Hartford Convention
& Visitors Bureau (Cormecticut) is well aware o f the economic impact o f the group.
Hartford rolled out the red carpet in bringing the International Association o f Hispanic
Meeting Professionals delegation to Hartford for its 2003 annual meeting. The CVB
picked up travel costs and sponsored the entertainment, as well as the opening-night
reception (Kovaleski & McGee, 2004).
Safety/Security and Family Environment
As Nelson & Rys (2000) pointed out another advantage o f smaller destinations is
their perceived family oriented attitude and safe environment. As more women and
families participate in convention and tradeshows, safety and security issues have become
increasingly important. Second-Tier cities are a natural destination choice for the
growing number o f family friendly meetings. Many Second-Tier cities are often
benefiting from this trend because o f their inherent family friendliness. Associations
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favor these cities for annual meetings because o f their relative safety, inexpensiveness,
family-oriented attractions, reduced traffic, and slower pace. In St. Louis' case, a major
reason for the spike in children's attendance is a jum p in the number o f religious groups
meeting there: in 2002 the city hosted 29 religious conventions, a 61 percent increase in
the past three years. Another reason is that parents, combining work with pleasure, are
extending their stay at appealing meeting destinations and vacationing with their families.
Some associations accommodate and encourage this experience by offering member's on
site child care and stimulating activities and off-site tours and field trips for their children
(Meyer, 2000).
Hotel Room Availability
Today, hotel room capacity is the primary driver o f site selection for meeting
planners. Many meeting industry magazines point out that one o f the disadvantages
Second-Tier cities face is limited accommodation near meeting venues. Gaining
popularity from SMERF (Social, Military, Education, Religious, Fraternal) groups. To
convention and meeting planners, Albuquerque, NM is a Second-Tier city With more
than 167,000 total square feet o f exhibit space (about 100,000 square feet is open space),
the Albuquerque Convention Center could host 9,000 people at a large convention.
However, having only about 1,000 hotel rooms within walking distance can be a
drawback (Hainsfurther, 2002). Oncenter Complex, Syracuse, N.Y. is concerned about
the lack o f a headquarters hotel across from the convention center. Oncenter Complex has
a total o f 225,000 square feet o f meeting space in three separate facilities (Bair, 2003). In
line with convention facilities expansion, many Second-Tier cities have invested in hotel
room capacity. For example. Salt Lake City did not have a hotel with more than 850
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rooms until 2001 but now they boast a 1,600-room property that can accept a peak night
room block o f 800 to 1,400 rooms. Indianapolis offers seven hotels with a direct link to
the Indiana Convention Center and the RCA Dome (Ross, 2001).
A ir Service
Air service is another important criterion for site selection. Nelson & Rys (2000) pointed
out that a critical disadvantage o f many Second-Tier convention sites is the
inconvenience due to lack o f direct air connections to the city. Meetings and Convention
magazine profiled cities sueh as Chattanooga, TN; Mobile, AL; and Shreveport, LA,
which have made large public investments in convention centers and related tourism
infrastructure that have not reached their potential because o f inadequate airline access.
Meanwhile, Welch & Chapman (2003) reported in Successful Meetings that due to
expanded air coverage by JetBlue, Southwest and other discount carriers, Second-Tier
destinations are growing in meetings appeal. This phenomenon is transforming site
selection. In the past, the philosophy was the more accessible, the better. This assumption
ruled out Second-Tier cities for many meetings. However, low-cost carriers have opened
these destinations up. For example, in Myrtle Beach, SC, traditional drive-to market, low
cost airlines like AirTran, Hooters, and Spirit are helping the city gain favor with meeting
planners who may not have been on their radar screen before.
Image Perceptions
Although many Second-Tier cities offer various advantages o f meeting
destinations, there is still a perception problem with most of the smaller cities. For
example, Stan Zenor, the executive director o f the Washington, D.C.-based Association
for Educational Communications and Technology says Indianapolis is a wonderful city
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where the people do a great job hosting a meeting. "But Indianapolis has no reputation,"
he says. "It's not that it's a bad reputation, it just doesn't exist." (Kom, 1998, p66).
Moreover, with registration revenue critical to an association’s bottom line destination
name recognition and perception are certainly factors in site selection. That places a
burden on the Second-Tier cities to market themselves more aggressively because image
takes a long time to build (Jamie & Ginny, 1999).

Destination Image
Over the past three decades, research in travel and tourism has shown that image
is an important concept in understanding the decision process o f destination selection and
buying behavior o f travelers (Baloglu & McCleary, 1999a & 1999b; Beerli & Martin,
2004; Chon, 1990, 1992; Echtner & Ritchie, 1991; Gartner, 1989; Hunt, 1975; Milman &
Pizan, 1995; Oppermann, 1996; Pearce, 1982; Sirakaya, Sonmez, & Choi, 2000;
Woodside & Lysonsky,1989). There has been extensive research on the topic o f
destination image with a wide range o f interests in travel and tourism literature (Baloglu
& McCleary, 1999a, 1999b; Echtner & Ritchie, 1993; Gallarza, Gil, & Calderon, 2002;
Pike, 2002). Some researchers focused on conceptual and/or empirical studies o f
destination choice behavior and image (Chen & Hsu, 2000; Lee, O ’Leary & Hong, 2002;
Papatheodorou, 2001; Seddighi & Theocharous, 2002; Tapachai & Waryszak, 2000;
Woodside & Lysonski, 1989). Numerous researchers examined perceived image
strengths and weaknesses o f tourism destination(s) based on image components in
destination positioning (Awaritefe, 2003; Baloglu & Brinberg, 1997; Baloglu &
McCleary, 1999a & 1999b; Baloglu & Love, 2005; Crompton, Fakeye, & Lue, 1992;
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Javalgi, Thomas, & Rao, 1992; Rittichainuwat et a l, 2001; Pike & Ryan, 2004). A
particular research stream centered on destination image modifications due to previous
visitation (actual destination experience) or familiarity and image differences among
different types o f visitors (Ahmed, 1991; Awaritefe, 2004; Baloglu & McCleary, 1999b;
Baloglu & Love, 2005; Chon, 1991; Dann, 1996; Day, Skidmore, & Roller, 2002; Fakeye
& Crompton, 1991; Hu & Ritchie, 1993; Milman & Pizam, 1995; Oppermann, 1996a &
1996b; Rittichainuwat et a l, 2001; Tapachai & Waryszak, 2000).
Throughout the destination image literature reviewed, it was noticed that most
studies o f destination image have dealt with tourist destinations in vacation or holiday
markets. In spite o f considering meetings and convention as the most important segments
o f the travel and tourism industry, research o f convention destination image was very
limited (Baloglu & Love, 2005; Bonn & Boyd, 1992 & 1994; Oppermann, 1996a &
1996b). Several studies examined convention destination image as perceived by meeting
planners (Baloglu & Love, 2003, 2005; Bonn & Boyd, 1992; Chacko & Fenich, 2000; Go
& Zhang, 1997; Kim, W., & Kim, H., 2003; Oppermann, 1996a & 1996b).
Components o f Image
Numerous researchers emphasized the importance o f understanding image
components in destination image structure and forces to influence image formation
(Baloglu & MaCleary, 1999a & 1999b; Baloglu & Brinberg, 1997; Beerli & Martin,
2004; Fakeye & Crompton, 1991; Gartner, 1989 & 1993; Hanlan & Kelly, 2005; Kim &
Yoon, 2003; Stem and Krakover, 1993). A commonly adopted definition o f images is
that image is a set o f beliefs, ideas, and impressions that people have o f a place or
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destination (Baloglu & Brinberg, 1997; Baloglu & McCleary, 1999a & 1999b; Crompton,
1979; Kotler, Haider, & Rein, 1993).
The majority o f studies mentioned that image constmct has both perceptual
cognitive and affective components (Baloglu & Brinberg, 1997; Baloglu & McCleary,
1999a & 1999b; Baloglu & Love, 2005; Beerli & Martin, 2004; Day et al., 2002; Gartner,
1993; Kim & Yoon, 2003). The perceptual/cognitive evaluations refer to the beliefs or
knowledge about a destination’s attributes whereas affective evaluation refers to feelings
toward, or attachment to it (Baloglu & Brinberg, 1997; Baloglu & McCleary, 1999a,
1999b; Beerli & Martin, 2004; Gartner, 1993). According to an extensive literature
review by Baloglu & McCleary (1999a) in their study o f destination image formation,
many findings in environmental psychology also supported the concept that destination
image have both perceptual/cognitive and affective elements (Hanyu, 1993; Russel &
Pratt, 1980; Russel, Lewicka, & Niit, 1989). Hanyu defined that “Affective meaning
refers to the appraisal o f the affective quality o f environments while perceptual/cognitive
quality refers to the appraisal o f physical features o f environments” (1993, p i 61).
Although both cognitive and affective components o f destination image are
emphasized by many researchers, it is criticized that most destination image studies have
focused on only perceptual/cognitive perceptions by measuring objective attributes or
features o f destinations (Baloglu & Brinberg, 1997; Echtner & Ritchie, 1993; Pike, 2002).
There are several studies, however, dealing with both cognitive perceptions and affective
image toward destinations (Baloglu & McCleary, 1999a, 1999b; Baloglu & Love, 2005;
Beerli & Martin, 2004; Dann, 1996; Kim & Yoon, 2003; MacKay & Fesenmaier, 1997)
or more focusing on affective component and its role in destination image structure
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(Baloglu & Brinberg, 1997; Russel, 1980; Russel & Pratt, 1980; Russel et al., 1981;
Russel & Snodgrass, 1987). Baloglu & Brinberg (1997) studied destination positioning o f
eleven Mediterranean countries applying Russel and his colleagues’ proposed affective
space structure to large-scale environments (i.e., tourism destination countries). As cited
in the Baloglu & Brinberg’s study (1997), Russel and his fellow researchers (Russel,
1980; Russel & Pratt, 1980; Russel et al., 1981; Russel & Snodgrass, 1987) suggested an
affective space structure that can stand for a wide variety o f affective responses to
physical environments (destinations). Russel and his colleagues argued that the affective
component should be considered separately from the cognitive component to better
understand how people evaluate environments or places. The circumplex model o f affect
was developed by Russel and his colleagues to measure the affective quality attributed to
close and remote places or environments. Affective quality or image has been
conceptualized as a two-dimensional bipolar space that can be defined by eight variables
falling in a circumplex: pleasant, exciting, arousing, distressing, unpleasant, gloomy,
sleep, and relaxing. The results o f Baloglu & Brinberg’s study (1997) supported the
model that the scale mentioned in the model can be used to measure the affective
dimension separate from the perceptual or cognitive dimension o f image structure and
also the model can be applied to large-scale environments (e.g. city, state, region, or
country).
Various researchers agreed that cognitive component is precursor o f the affective
component and the affective responses are formed as a task o f the cognitive evaluations
(Baloglu & McCleary, 1999a; Beerli & Martin, 2004; Gartner, 1993; Russel & Pratt,
1980; Stem & Krakover, 1993). This indicates that these two distinct components are
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interrelated (Baloglu & McCleary, 1999a; Beerli & Martin, 20004; Kim & Yoon, 2003).
The distinction and interrelation o f cognitive and affective components has been
emphasized in tourism destination choice or decision-making models (Mayo & Jarvis,
1981; Woodside & Lysonski, 1989). In W oodisde and Lysonski's (1989) traveler
destination choice model, the authors pointed out that cognitive evaluations o f a
destination leads to affective evaluations since some minimal knowledge (cognitive
perception) is required to activate affective association s regarding a specific destination.
Then both cognitive and affective components together influence the travelers’ relative
attitude toward destinations.
Gartner (1993) also argued that destination image was formed by three distinctly
different but hierarchically interrelated components: cognitive, affective, and conative.
Gartner (1993) defined the cognitive component as the sum o f beliefs and attitudes o f an
object (pg 193), and explained the affective component o f image is connected with the
motives a person has for selecting a destination. Gartner (1993) depicted, citing Boulding
(1956), that motives is about what a person want to obtain from a destination and
eventually it affects the destination valuation. The author explained that affective
component o f image become operational during the evaluation stage o f the destination
selection process. Lastly, Gartner (1993) described that the conative image is analogous
to behavior since it is the action component, which is directly based on the evaluations o f
cognitive and affective components.
Baloglu & McCleary (1999a, 1999b) noted that overall image o f a destination is
formed as a result o f both cognitive and affective assessments o f the destination. This
statement was also elaborated by previous studies. Stem & Krakover (1993) tested their
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composite image formation model by using a path analysis. The authors depicted that the
perceptions o f city attributes determined affective quality attributed to the city and then
both image components form a composite (overall) image o f a city. Gartner (1986)
mentioned that perceptions o f different attributes within a destination influence in
formation o f overall or composite image. Ahmed (1991) pointed out that it is an
important matter in destination image to understand the relationship between overall
image and its components because overall image and its components may differ.

Destination hnage and Positioning
Ahmed (1992) argued that tourist destination image(s) as perceived y by its actual
or potential visitors plays a pivotal role in destination positioning. Recognition by
existing image can help identify factors contributing to the success or failure o f product
positioning efforts (Ahmed, 1992, p 332). The author suggested that the image o f a
tourist destination m ust be scrutinized before product positioning attempts. Positioning is
the process o f establishing a distinctive place for a destination in the minds o f the
travelers in the targeted markets (Crompton, Fakeye & Lue, 1992; Echtner & Ritchie,
1993 Kotler, Haider, & Rein, 1993). Crompton et al. (1992) stated that positioning should
not only identify potential visitors’ perceptions o f the attributes o f a destination but also
compare them with their perceptions o f the attributes o f competitive destinations to
differentiate a destination from its competitors. This process reveals strengths and
weaknesses, competitive edges, and distinctive competencies for each destination relative
to other potential sites (Baloglu & McCleary, 1999b). There have been numerous studies
on image and positioning to identify position and strengths and weaknesses o f
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destinations (Awaritefe, 2003; Baloglu & Brinberg, 1997; Baloglu & McCleary, 1999b;
Baloglu & Love, 2005; Baloglu & Love, 2003; Crompton, Fakeye, & Lue, 1992; Fenton
& Pearce, 1988; Gartner, 1989; Pike & Ryan, 2004; Rittichainuwat et al., 2001).
Crompton et al (1992) examined the positioning o f Rio Grande Valley and
compared the destination’s image, strengths, and weaknesses with Hawaii, Arizona,
Florida, and California on the various push and pull attributes (benefits) pursued by
travelers. The study was confined to analyzing merely the differences between first-time
and repeat visitors rather than relative positions o f destinations within each sample group.
Gartner (1989) examined destination images o f four states-Montana, Wyoming,
Colorado, and Utah as perceived by the U.S. residents. The findings o f study revealed the
strengths and weaknesses o f the image o f the destinations and these relative images were
various on selected destination attributes. The author stated that the study failed to control
respondents’ familiarity with the four states. Javalgi et al. (1992) investigated the U.S.
tourists’ perceptions for Central Europe, Southern Europe, Scandinavia, and the British
Isles. The study found that the four regions were perceived differently based on attributes.
Perceptual differences varied with type o f trip such as touring and outdoor trips. However,
this study also didn’t consider tourists’ previous visitation with the regions.
While most o f studies o f destination positioning focused on cognitive or attrihutebased perceptions, Baloglu & Brinberg’s study (1997) emphasized an affective structure
and approach o f destination positioning. They applied Russel and his colleague’s
circumplex model o f affect to identify destination images and compare relative positions
o f 11 Mediterranean destinations. The result o f the study supported the model and
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suggested that affective component can be used in destination positioning. However,
previous visitations were not taken into account in this study.
Baloglu & McCleary (1999b) investigated U.S. international pleasure travelers’
perceptions o f four Mediterranean destinations-Turkey, Egypt, Greece, and Italy-for both
visitor and non-visitors. Comparing cognitive, affective, and overall image o f the
destinations, the findings o f the study provided the strengths and weaknesses o f the four
competing destinations. Also, in terms o f effective destination positioning based on
attributes, although primary attributes perceived by consumers (travelers) are still
important for positioning, the authors pointed out those attributes do not necessarily
differentiate competitive destinations from each other. Thus, destination marketers should
also utilize secondary images and emphasize a destination’s strengths relative to its
competitors to set itself apart. The study confirmed that visitation may change image and
suggests that actual experience may influence not only image but also the positioning o f
destinations. In their study o f short break holiday destinations. Pike & Ryan (2004)
adopted Gartner’s (1993) components o f image: cognitive, affective, and conative image
perceptions to analyze market positions o f five leading domestic holiday destinations in
New Zealand. They used a factor analytic adaptation o f importance-performance analysis
to identify cognitive perceptions, affective response grid to measure affective perceptions,
and gauged conative perceptions by stated intent to visit. The authors also suggested that
this method o f positioning analysis offers a practical means for destination marketers
faced with the challenge o f identifying the one or few features from their diverse and
multiattributed product range that could be developed by destination management
organizations (DMOs) to differentiate their destination in a meaningful way to consumers.
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In an attempt to examine convention destination images, Baloglu & Love (2005)
investigated and compared association meeting planners’ structured (cognitive, affective,
and overall image) and unstructured (open-response qualitative perceptions) as well as
behavioral intentions for five U.S. cities-Las Vegas, Chicago, Dallas, Atlanta, and
Orlando. The findings o f the study revealed relative positions o f the convention
destinations and their perceived strengths and weaknesses in the mind o f association
meeting planners. According to the authors, the results o f the qualitative evaluation
provided some unique perceptions o f the cities that can be translated into unique selling
propositions in destination positioning efforts. The study controlled direct experiences o f
the meeting planners with the convention cities. However, there were no significant
differences between meeting planners who had experiences with the destinations and
those who did not. The authors stated that the results o f the study are not generalizable
since the study considered only the association meeting planners who are the members o f
PCMA (Professional Convention Management Association).

Destination Image and Previous Visitation
Previous visitation or direct experience with a destination is an influencing factor
on perceptions o f a destination and its image modification (Baloglu, 1999). Throughout
the destination image literature reviewed, it was found that numerous studies investigated
the relationship between destination image and familiarity through previous visitation or
direct destination experience (Ahmed, 1991; Awaritefe, 2004; Baloglu & McCleary,
1999b; Baloglu, 1999; Baloglu & Love, 2005; Chon, 1991; Day et al., 2002; Etchner &
Ritchie, 1993; Fakeye & Crompton, 1991; Hanlan & Kelly, 2004; Hu & Ritchie, 1993;
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Hunt, 1975; Milman & Pizam, 1995; Oppermann, 1996b; Rittichainuwat et al., 2001;
Tapachai & Waryszak, 2000). Fakeye and Crompton (1991) analyzed the perceived
image differences held by prospective (non-visitors), first-time, and repeat visitors to the
Lower Rio Grande Valley in Texas in terms o f organic, induced, and complex image
components. The result indicated that image o f non-visitors were significantly different
from first-time and repeat visitors. The authors pointed out that destination marketers
should understand the difference between the organic image perceived by non-visitors
and the complex image held by repeat visitors in positioning and promoting a destination.
Ahmed (1992) emphasized importance o f actual and potential visitors’ perceptions o f a
destination since they play a pivotal role in determining its competitiveness as a tourist
destination. He examined differences o f destination image o f Utah between existing
tourists (visitors) and potential tourists (non-visitors) by factor analysis. The results
showed that there were significant differences between visitors and non-visitors in image
components and overall image. The perceptions were generally more favorable for those
who had previously visited Utah. Hu and Ritchie (1993) examined the influence o f
previous visitation and destination familiarity on the perceived attractiveness o f multi
destinations such as Hawaii, Australia, Greece, France, and China and found significant
differences between the images held by non-visitors and visitors to some o f these
destinations. The authors confirmed that familiarity affects perceptions o f destinations,
not necessarily in a positive direction. Milman and Pizam (1995) studied the impact o f
destination awareness (recognition) and familiarity (actual visitation) on the image o f
destination and the interest and likelihood to visit in relation to the Central Florida area.
The results o f the study indicated that those (visitors) who were familiar with Central
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Florida had a more positive image o f the destination and were more interested in and
likely to revisit it than those (non-visitors) who were only aware o f the destination.
Meanwhile, the study found that interest or likelihood to visit Central Florida was not
significantly higher among those who were aware o f Central Florida as a tourist
destination than those who were not aware o f it. Baloglu & McCleary (1999b) compared
U.S. international pleasure travelers’ image o f four Mediterranean destinations for both
visitors and non-visitors along with three image components: cognitive, affective, and
overall image. Their study found similar results that significant differences between
visitors and non-visitors to those regions exist in all image components.
In the study o f Thailand’s international travel image by Rittichainuwat et al.
(2001), the authors were able to determine that there is a significant difference in the
perceptions between first-time and repeat travelers to Thailand in terms o f several
attributes such as scenic and natural beauty, ease o f immigration procedures, and value
for money, and good vacation places for children and family and easy access. The
findings supported previous studies, which indicated that the number o f visits affects the
perceived destination image. The authors explained that on next visits repeat travelers
become more aware o f Thailand’s hidden qualities, which may not be immediately
exposed to first-time travelers. The results o f the study also revealed that both positive
and negative destination images affect repeat visitation. Awaritefe’s (2003) study also
provided support for the position that experience with a destination changes images.
Awaritefe (2003) compared the destination image perception o f non-tourists and actual
visitors and identified the factors to influence on their destination selection in Nigeria.
The author also stated that the findings o f the study validated the conceptual framework
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postulated by Fakeye & Crompton (1991) earlier that substantial differences exist
between initial organic images held by non-tourist and subsequent more complex images
possessed by actual tourists.
In the analysis o f convention destination images o f 30 North American cities as
held by association meeting planners, Oppermann (1996a, 1996b) found that the meeting
planners with previous experience with a specific city generally have a more favorable
perception o f that destination. On the other hand, Baloglu & Love’s study (2005) o f five
major convention cities in the United States found no significant difference in images and
behavioral intentions for the convention cities between meeting planners who had
previous experience and those who had not. The authors argued that a valid
conceptualization and measurement o f familiarity (i.e., previous visitation or direct
experience) should be developed in the context o f site selection behavior.

Measurement o f Destination Image
Reilly (1990) argued that an accurate assessment o f image is a key to designing an
effective marketing and positioning strategy. Measurement techniques employed in the
majority o f destination image research fall into two approaches: structured and
unstructured (Baloglu & Mangaloglu, 1999; Sussmann & Ünel, 1999). Structured or
quantitative methodologies incorporate various image attributes into a standardized
instrument, usually a set o f adjective-based semantic differential scales, Likert type scales
(summated ratings), or multidimensional scale. Structured techniques are easier to
administer, simple to code, and results can be analyzed using statistical packages.
Moreover, they allow comparisons among several product (destination) image profiles in
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particular, destination positioning and competitive analysis (MacKay & Couldwell, 2004;
Sussmann & Ünel, 1999). However, these methodologies may fail to capture the most
salient or important attributes to research respondents (Reilly, 1990). The majority o f
studies reviewed adopted structured approaches to measure cognitive and/or affective
components o f destination image (Ahmed, 1991; Awaritefe, 2004; Baloglu & Brinberg,
1997; Baloglu & McCleary, 1999a, 1999b; Beerli & Martin, 2004; Chen & Hsu, 2000;
Chon, 1991; Fakeye & Crompton, 1991; Gartner, 1989; Hu & Ritchie, 1993; Obenour,
Lengfelder, & Groves, 2004; Oppermann, 1996 a, 1999b; Pike & Ryan, 2004;
Rittichainuwat et al., 2001). Baloglu & Brinberg (1997) applied affective space structure
proposed by Russel and his colleagues (Russel, 1980; Russel & Pratt, 1980; Russel, Ward,
& Pratt, 1981) to examine destination image and positioning o f 11 Mediterranean
countries. The authors used four semantic differential scales, “pleasant/unpleasant”,
“relaxing/distressing”, “arousing/sleepy”, and “exciting/gloomy” to evaluate affective
image o f the destinations and employed multidimensional scaling analysis (MDS) to
show relative positioning o f each destination. Chen & Hsu (2000) 5-point Likert-type
scale (5=strongly agree, l=strongly disagree) to measure Korean tourists’ perceived
images o f overseas destinations. Their selected image attributes mirrored those used by
Echtner & Ritchie (1993) in the study o f the image o f overseas destinations.
On the other hand, unstructured or qualitative methodologies use free-form
description through focus group discussions, in-depth interviews or open-ended
questionnaires (Sussmann & Ünel, 1999). Unstructured measurement techniques are
more effective for capturing complex structure o f image such as holistic components of
images and unique individual features that highly structured methods may miss (Baloglu
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& Mangaloglu, 1999; Echtner & Ritchie, 1993). This approach, however, has some
disadvantages. It is difficult to assess reliability and validity o f measurement and takes
more time for data coding. Also, its success depends on the verbal and writing skills o f
study respondents, their knowledge o f the destination, and their willingness to provide
multiple responses (Reilly, 1990). Several studies used unstructured measurement
techniques (Dann, 1996; Hanlan & Kelly, 2004; Reilly, 1990; Tapachai & Waryszak,
2000; Woodside & Lysonski, 1989). Reily (1990) propounded free-elicitation (openended responses) techniques o f descriptive adjectives and applied it for the study o f
destination image o f Montana and the Mountain ski resorts. Free elicitation consists o f
having respondents reply to questions such as “What three words best describe this
destination?”. The purpose o f this method is to allow respondents to describe stimuli in
terms that are relevant to themselves, rather than to the researcher (Sussmann & Ünel,
1999). Dann (1996) also sought open-ended unstructured measurement to elicit
respondents’ mental image o f Barbados, Caribbean island in a socio-linguistic framework.
In order to find destination brand image o f Byron Bay and identify key information
sources to influence it, Hanlan & Kelly (2004) employed unstructured in-depth
interviews to 21 international backpackers. Citing Fontana & Frey (1994), the authors
stated “ open-ended in-depth interview is best used when one seeks to ‘understand the
complex behavior o f members o f society.” (Hanlan & Kelly, 2004, p i 65).
For an empirical test o f a general model o f traveler destination awareness and choice,
Woodside & Lysonski (1989) used face-to face interviews to collect the data.
The respondents were asked to answer four sets o f categorization questions for their
consideration sets o f leisure destinations on one page o f blank paper. The authors sought
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constant-sum approach to measure respondents’ preferences. In the attempt o f measuring
affective associations, the respondents were requested to provide words or phrase that
best describe each country they select. In the study o f an examination o f the role o f
beneficial image in tourist destination selection, Tapachai & Waryszak (2000) adopted
unstructured techniques via open-ended questions with inclusion o f the four categorybased approaches: functional, social, emotional, epistemic, and conditional.
In the extensive review o f prior research for destination image, Echtner & Ritchie
(1991, 1993) pointed out the most o f studies assessed employed limited approach using
either structured or unstructured measurement technique to measure destination image.
They argued destination image consists o f three continuums: (1) attribute-holistic; (2)
functional-psychological; and (3) common-unique. In order to fully capture all o f these
components o f destination image, the authors suggested a combination o f structured and
unstructured (open-ended) methodologies should be used. In their empirical study o f
image o f four international destinations: Jamaica, Japan, Kenya, and Switzerland, Echtner
and Ritchie (1993) used three open-ended questions and 34 attribute-based scale items.
According to the authors, the findings o f their study indicated that a relationship exists
between the system o f measurement used and the ability to capture certain components o f
destination image. They concluded that the responses to open-ended image questions
provide the more holistic functional and psychological characteristics o f the destination
image as well as unique images o f each destination to emerge. However, structured
approach o f using the scale items is more suitable for measuring common, attribute-based
functional and psychological components o f destination image. A few studies in the
review o f literature adopted a combination o f unstructured (qualitative) and structured
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(quantitative) approaches as proposed by Echtner and Ritchie (1993) (Baloglu &
Mangaloglu, 1999; Baloglu & Love, 2005; Choi, Chan, & Wu, 1999; OTeary & Deegan;
2003). Baloglu & Mangaloglu (1999) studied travel intermediaries’ (i.e. tour operators
and travel agents) structured (scale items) and unstructured (open-ended) images for four
Mediterranean destinations. The authors employed 14 scale items to evaluate
perceptual/cognitive perceptions and four bipolar affective image items on a 7-point
semantic differential scale to measure affective perceptions. The study respondents were
asked to provide top-of-mind three adjectives or nouns that come to their minds for each
destination. Similar methodologies were used in Baloglu & Love’s (2005) study o f five
major U.S. convention destinations. The importance o f convention destination attributes,
cognitive perceptions o f each city, overall image and behavior intentions o f the
destinations were evaluated by 5-point Likert scale. The affective (feelings) image for
each city was measured on 5-point bipolar semantic differential scale. The authors sought
three open-ended responses to measure in-depth perceptions o f meeting planners for each
convention destination. Choi et al. (1999) investigated Hong K ong’s tourist destination
image based on a qualitative and quantitative assessment. They adopted Echtner &
Ritchie’s research (1993) framework to develop the survey instrument. The 25 pre
developed Likert statements were designed to measure the functional and psychological
attributes o f Hong Kong. To capture the holistic and unique components o f the city, three
open-ended questions were adapted directly from Echtner and Ritchie’s study (1993)
without modification. In a recent study o f images o f Ireland as a tourism destination as
perceived by French visitors, O ’Leary and Deegan (2003) also utilized both qualitative
and quantitative measurement approaches. On their arrival to the country, French visitors
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were asked to rate each o f 18 attributes regarding Ireland’s pre-visitation performance on
5-point Likert scale. Also, three open-ended questions to ask holistic images o f Ireland as
a tourism destination were given to the respondents.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY
The main purpose o f this study is to examine and compare the images and
perceptions o f association meeting planners to uncover the perceived strengths and
weaknesses o f the four selected Second-Tier convention destinations-Indianapolis,
Nashville, Charlotte, and San Jose. In addition, this study intends to reveal the cognitive,
affective, overall perceptions, and behavioral intensions o f each o f the convention cities
through the use o f quantitative and qualitative questions to provide marketing
implications. This chapter discusses the methodology used to accomplish the research
objectives. In order to fulfill the above objectives, this study utilized the survey
methodology. The chapter discusses the selection o f sample, the pilot survey for selection
o f Second-Tier convention cities, survey instrument design, data collection, and statistical
methods to analyze data collected.

Sample
This study employed non-probability convenience sampling methods to collect
data. The sample for this study was chosen from three sources. First, a list o f 1,230
meeting professionals with their e-mail addresses was initially gained from 2005 online
membership directory o f PCMA (Professional Convention Management Association).
PCMA is one o f the largest associations for association meeting professionals and
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meeting industry suppliers with over 5,000 members (PCMA, 2005). After scrutinizing
each person’s profile on the initial list based on organization type and job title, a list o f
1,060 association meeting planners was finalized to conduct an online survey through email. Second, a list o f 500 association meeting planners who were members o f ASAE
(American Society o f Association Executives) was purchased from INFOCUS,
association list marketing company which maintains the list o f ASAE members.
INFOCUS sorted the member list by job title indicating the filed o f conventions,
exposition, and meetings and randomly selected 500. This list was utilized for a mail
survey. ASAE, known as the association o f associations, is a non-profit organization
representing 10,000 associations and serving 13,716 association professionals and 2,825
industry suppliers (ASAE website, 2005). The third sampling method also employed
convenience sampling. The study’s survey was posted on the ASAE listserv on which
subscribers’ professional interest is related to the field o f meetings, expositions, and
conventions. Those who identified themselves as meeting planners involved in site
selection were asked to participate in the survey. Invitation message explaining the
purpose o f the research and description o f the study, along with a link to the online
survey web site, SurveyMonkey (www.surveymonkey.com) was posted. The listserv
subscribers could participate in the survey by simply clicking the survey link and
checking the box o f informed consent required at the first page o f the survey website.

Pilot Survey
A pilot survey about Second-Tier Convention Destinations was conducted to
assist in selection o f Second-Tier Convention Cities for the present research.
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As mentioned in the literature review, there is no clear-cut definition o f Second-Tier
convention destinations as well as no reliable criteria to distinguish different convention
destination tiers. However, several lists o f convention cities found in industry trade
journals (Genoist & Fox, 2002; Jammi & Ginny, 1999;Kovaleski & McGee, 2004) were
provided based on limited criteria such as number o f conventions held, number o f
attendees, or affordability. The main purposes o f the pilot survey were to find distinct
characteristics o f Second-Tier Convention Destinations, to define the market more
appropriately and to obtain a list o f Second-Tier Convention Cities where meeting
planners might consider for their associations’ meetings and conventions. The pilot
survey questionnaire consisting o f five open-ended questions was distributed to a sample
o f 100 association meeting planners who were attending the PCMA Annual Meeting held
in Hawaii, January 2005. The survey participants were asked to answer about the
characteristics o f Second-Tier convention cities, important site-selection criteria for
Second-Tier convention destinations, pros and cons o f Second-Tier convention
destinations in holding meetings and conventions, and five convention cities that they
would consider as Second-Tier destinations (Refer to Appendix I). A total o f 26 survey
responses were gathered
The Pilot Survey Results
Overall, the results o f the pilot survey revealed that the association meeting
planners had different opinions about Second-Tier convention destinations and their
responses o f each question were various. The findings o f the pilot survey were typical o f
the findings reported in various trade journals o f meetings and conventions. The top five
characteristics o f a city to be considered as a Second-Tier convention destination are
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summarized in Table 2. The most distinct characteristic with sixteen references was lack
o f hotel rooms. Some respondents defined Second-Tier cities as having usually less than
5,000 hotel rooms and few large hotels (1,000 rooms under one roof) near a convention
center. The second most mentioned characteristic with twelve references was limited
airline services. Although Second-Tier Cities try to provide more flight services to attract
convention visitors and association meetings through cooperation with airline companies
such as JetBlue Carrier, the destinations still have challenges with direct flight services
and usually they are not major airline hub cities. This was followed by other
characteristics such as smaller size o f city in terms o f population, smaller size o f
convention center, and perceived image as less popular or less attractive.

Table 2
______ Five Top Distinct Characteristics o f Second-Tier Convention Destinations
1. Lack o f Hotel Rooms (16)
2. Limited Airline Services (12)
3. Smaller Size o f City/ Population (10)
4. Smaller Size o f Convention Center (8)
5. Less popular / Less attractive Places (7)

For important site-selection criteria for their meetings and conventions among
Second-Tier Destinations, the association meeting planners provided various responses.
The top five most frequently mentioned site-selection criteria were (1) price/ratedestination affordability, (2) destination accessibility- available transportation options to
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get to the destinations, (3) convention facility capacity including meeting and exhibit
space, (4) extra-conference options such as entertainment, variety o f local restaurants,
and (5) number o f available hotel rooms (See table 3). Some other criteria such as
m embers’ preference o f a destination, availability o f convention space, hotel service
quality, proximity o f hotels to convention venue, convenient location for members, safety
and security, and the like were also mentioned.

Five Top Important Site Selection Criteria for Second-Tier Convention Destinations
1. Destination Affordability (15): hotel room rate/convention center rental cost/flight
cost
2. Destination Accessibility (10): air flight services, other transportation options
3. Convention Facility Capacity (9)
4. Extra-Conference Options (5): entertainment, variety o f local restaurants, etc.
5. Available Hotel Rooms (4)

As shown in Table 4 next, the survey participants pointed out some advantages
and disadvantages o f Second-Tier Destinations in holding meetings and conventions.
For the question to list five cities that may fall into “Second-Tier” convention
destinations, sixty cities were suggested by the association meeting planners in the survey.
The top five most frequently cited cities were Indianapolis, Nashville, Charlotte, San Jose,
and Tampa/San Antonio (See table 5).
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Table 4

Advantages

Disadvantages

1. Affordable (23)

1. Limited Airline Services (10)

2. Personalized Customer Service (13)

2. Image/Perception Problems (10)

3. More Flexible in Negotiation (6)

3. Lower Attendance (8)

4. Proactive and Cooperative Attitude (5)

4. Limited Off-Site Functions (6)

5. Safety & Security (3)

5. Lack o f Hotel Rooms (5)

Table 5
Ten Top Cities Listed as Second-Tier Convention Destinations
Ten Top Cities
Other Cities Mentioned
1. Indianapolis (12)

Kansas city, Louisville, Baltimore, St Louis, Albuquerque,

2. Nashville (8)

Seattle, Phoenix, Long Beach, Sacramento, Jacksonville,

3. Charlotte (7)

Reno, Cincinnati, Memphis, Milwaukee, Birmingham,

4. San Jose (6)

Mobile, Tucson, Anaheim, Bakersfield, Chico, Fresno,

5. Tampa (5)

Hollywood, Irvine, Oakland, Riverside, San Bernardino,

6. San Antonio (5)

Denver, Hartford, Des Moines, Boise, Rosemont, Wichita,

7. Minneapolis (4)

Kenner, New Orleans, Detroit, Grand Rapids, Durham,

8. Portland

Omaha, Jersey City, Cleveland, Columbus, Philadelphia,

9. Austin (4)

Pittsburgh, Providence, Charleston, Ft. Worth, Houston,

10. Salt Lake City (4)

Montgomery, Virginia Beach, Spokane
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The top four cities: Indianapolis, Nashville, Charlotte, and San Jose were selected
for this study. These cities were also often mentioned as Second-Tier destinations in
industry trade journals (Krantz, 2005; Jackson, 2005, 2004 ; Kovaleski & McGee, 2004 ;
Ross, 2003 ; Welch & Chapman, 2003 ; Hainsfurther, 2002 ; Bastian, 2001 ; Ross, 2001 ;
Lippman, 2000 ; Korn, 1999, 1998 ; Lenhart, 1999 ; Newman, 1993).

Survey Instrument
The survey questionnaire was developed after an extensive review o f literature,
the pilot survey, and industry meeting professionals. This study adopted similar research
design framework employed by Baloglu & Love (2005) pertinent to association meeting
planners’ perceptions and intentions for five major convention cities in the United States.
The basic structure o f the questionnaire consisted o f important site selection
criteria for Second-Tier convention destinations, previous experience (direct convention
experience or visitation) with the four Second-Tier convention cities, attribute-based
cognitive perception o f the four cities, affective perceptions (feelings) for each o f the four
cities, overall image and behavior intentions (recommendation and consideration for
future conventions) on the four Second-Tier convention markets, and demographic
information. In addition, as suggested by Echtner & Ritchie (1991, 1993), this study used
both structured (quantitative) and unstructured (qualitative) measurement techniques to
capture all o f the components o f destination image. Thus, three open-ended questions to
ask image or characteristics o f each o f the four convention destinations were included.
Since this study was conducted both on-line survey and by mail, the questionnaire
design format for each survey was prepared accordingly. The on-line survey
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questionnaire format was developed by using SurveyMonkey’s web survey design
service. The mail survey questionnaire was formatted in a four-page length. However, the
structure and the contents o f the survey questionnaire introduced as above were identified
The only difference was that the on-line survey questionnaire included a screening
question at the beginning o f the survey to obtain a more accurate target sample. The
screening question asked the survey participants if they are involved in any capacity with
site-selection and/or planning for their association’s meetings and conventions. (See
Appendix II & Appendix III for copies o f the questionnaire for on-line and mail survey.)
Measurement
Twenty attributes were selected to identify important site-selection criteria for
considered by association meeting planners for Second-Tier Convention Destinations.
The selected items were generated based on an extensive literature review (Abbey &
Link, 1994; Baloglu & Love, 2005; Chacko & Fenich, 2000; Choi & Boger, 2000;
Crouch & Ritchie, 1998; Nelson & Rys, 2000; Oppermann, 1996a, 1998), and the pilot
study. The importance level o f each site-selection attribute was rated on a 5-point scale
with 1 being “Slightly Important”, 2 being “Moderately Important”, 3 being “Important”,
4 being “Very Important”, and 5 being “Extremely Important”.
To assess survey participants’ familiarity with each selected destination based on
their previous experience, they were asked to indicate whether or not they had ever
visited each o f the convention cities, as well as whether or not they had held conventions
in any o f the four convention cities. The performances o f each Second-Tier convention
city based on cognitive (attribute-based) evaluations were measured in a grid response
format by using the same set o f important site-selection criteria. Respondents were asked
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to evaluate each city as an association convention destination, regardless o f if they held a
convention there or not, on a 5-point scale: 1 being “Poor”, 2 being “Fair”, 3 being
“Good”, 4 being “Very Good”, and 5 being “Excellent” along with a “Do Not Know”
option to avoid response bias. To measure affective (feelings) perceptions o f each
convention city, a 7-point bipolar scale (Unpleasant-Pleasant, Sleepy-Arousing,
Distressing-Relaxing, and Gloomy-Exciting) was used. The overall image of each
Second-Tier convention city was measured by 7-point scale with anchor scale o f 1 being
“Very poor and 7 being “Excellent”. To assess behavioral intentions o f each convention
city, two questions were asked for each destination. The first question measured if they
would recommend each city to their associates if they were asked for advice on 7-point
scale with anchor labels 1 being “Not Recommend At A ll” and 5 being “Definitely
Recommend”. The second question asked if they would consider each destination for
their association’s future conventions was measured by the same 7-point Liker scale, 1
being “Definitely Not” and 7 being “Definitely W ill”. The open-ended questions to elicit
participants’ free response were asked: “What images and characteristics come to your
mind when you think o f following destinations as an association convention destination?”
The respondents were provided three spaces per destination to write their responses.

Data Collection
The data was collected through the on-line survey and the mail survey. For the
on-line survey, personalized e-mail invitations explaining the purpose o f the study along
with the on-line survey link were sent to 1,060 association meeting planners selected
from the membership directory o f PCMA through the SurveyMonkey survey website
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(www.surveymonkey.com). In order to encourage the survey participation, one-dollar
donations for completed survey response were offered by the researcher to various
charities. In addition to the e-mail invitation, an invitation message for the on-line survey
was posted on the site o f the ASAE listserv. The listserv invitation message included
same contents as the e-mail’s. Both e-mail receivers and the listserv subscribers could
participate in the on-line survey by clicking the survey website link which directed them
to the survey introduction page. On the introduction page, to start the survey, participants
were required to agree the informed consent for the research, which were approved by the
university Internal Research Board. The on-line survey period was cut o ff after four
weeks from the start, in early August o f 2005. During the survey period, three reminders
by e-mail and re-posting on the site o f ASAE listserv were placed to encourage non
respondents to reply. After the four-week cut-off, a total o f 327 responses were collected
from the on-line survey, 213 from the e-mail receivers and 114 from the listserv
subscribers. However, only 193 surveys were considered to be usable because the other
134 surveys were deemed incomplete with excessive missing data.
The mail survey was conducted two weeks after the on-line survey due to the
delay o f receiving the ASAE member mailing list from INFOCUS. A packet for the
survey, including copies o f a four-page questionnaire, a personalized cover-letter
explaining the purpose o f the study, eligibility for the survey participation, one-dollar
donation information as a survey incentive, and cut-off date along with a postage-paid
return envelope, was mailed to 500 ASAE members on the mailing list purchased from
INFOCUS. Due to time and cost constraint for the mail survey, no follow-up mail was
conducted. After a four-week cut-off period, a total o f 40 surveys were received with 36
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being usable. A total o f 229 responses from the on-line and the mail survey were gathered
and coded for data analyses.

Data Analyses
The data analyses were processed using SPSS 13.0 for Windows to run several
procedures. The study utilized various data analysis techniques including one-way
ANOVA, descriptive statistics such as mean and standard deviation, independent simple
/-test, and general linear model (GLM) repeated measures analysis with Bonferroni
multiple comparison test. The open-ended responses were content analyzed and
categorized based on the most frequently referenced words and or images for each o f the
four Second-Tier convention destinations-Indianapolis, Nashville, Charlotte, and San
Jose.
Before conducting descriptive statistics analysis and hypotheses tests by SPSS,
one-way analysis o f variance (ANOVA) was conducted to check if there were any
significant differences in the responses from the on-line survey including e-mail and the
listserv responses and the mail survey for all variables and demographics data. In
comparison o f the three groups o f the survey sample (i.e. e-mail, the listserv, and mail)
for cognitive, affective, overall perceptions and behavioral intentions variables, the
significance alpha level o f the Bonferroni multiple comparison test was adjusted by
number o f comparisons (variables) to avoid Type I error (rejecting true null hypothesis).
For the cognitive perception comparison the adjusted significance level was 0.0025
(0.05/20=0.0025). For the affective image comparison the adjusted significance level was
0.0125 (0.05/4=0.0125). The adjusted significance level for the behavioral intentions was
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0.025 (0.05/2-0.025). No adjustment o f significance level for the overall image was
required because this only involved one test. The results o f the ANOVA analysis showed
that there were no significant differences among three groups o f the survey responses for
cognitive, affective, overall, and behavioral intentions variables as well as demographics.
Thus the data o f each group were combined and the whole data set was used for further
analyses. The data was also checked for normality and outliers by histograms and
normality plots o f variables and residuals and Cook’s distance.
For hypotheses testing, both independent sample /-test and general linear model
(GLM) repeated measures analysis with Bonferroni multiple comparison tests were used.
For hypothesis 1 & 2, the perceptions (cognitive, affective, and overall image) and
behavioral intentions for each Second-Tier city between association meeting planners
who had familiarity with previous experiences (held conventions or visited) and those
who had no familiarity without previous experiences (neither held conventions nor
visited) were compared by using a series o f independent sample /-test at 0.05 significance
level with Bonferroni correction. For hypothesis 3 & 4, the GLM repeated measures
analysis was utilized to compare the association meeting planners’ perceptions and
behavioral intentions for the four selected Second-Tier cities.
The GLM Repeated Measures procedure provides analysis o f variance when the
same measurement is made several times on each subject or case (SPSS, 1999). Repeated
measures analysis can be utilized for the situation in which subjects are measured on
more than one occasion (Grimm & Yamold, 1995). In this study, the repeated measures
analysis was used to compare each respondent’s answers for multiple destinations or
repeated answers from the same subject o f each Second-Tier destination. Since one
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respondent rated each o f the four Second-Tier cities repeatedly on the same set o f
dependent variables, repeated measures analysis was used to evaluate the respondent’s
answers for each o f the convention destinations. For the repeated measures MANOVA,
vectors o f mean differences were compared across levels o f the independent variables (i.e.
the four Second-Tier cities). These mean differences refer to differences in the value o f
the dependent measures (i.e. perceptions and intentions) between levels o f the withinsubjects variables (independent variables) (Grimm & Yamold, 1995). Repeated measures
MANOVA require an additional assumption. This assumption is called the sphericity
assumption and concerns the “difference variables that are created from the original
dependent variables” (Grimm & Yamold, 1995, p270). Sphericity is a measure o f the
homogeneity o f the variances o f the differences between levels. M auchly’s test o f
sphericity, which was automatically displayed for a repeated measures analysis, is used to
test the assumption. If the significance o f the test is large, the hypothesis o f sphericity can
be assumed. However, if the significances is small (i.e. probability level is less than 0.05)
and the sphericity assumption appears to be violated, the Greenhouse-Geisser (or HyunhFeldt) corrected F value should be used (SPSS, 1999).
In order to understand how the convention cities are different from each other on
each o f the variables, Bonferroni multiple comparison tests at an alpha level o f 0.05 were
conducted. Since there were a number o f different tests required, the significance level
for perceptions and intentions analysis was adjusted by number o f comparisons
(variables) to reduce Type 1 error as explained as above.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS
Demographic Profile o f Respondents
As shown in Table 6, the majority o f survey respondents was female (83.4%), between
35 and 54 years o f age (61.6%), and had a college degree (61.6%). More than 50% o f the
respondents reported that they had over 10 years o f experience in convention
management. More than 30% had Certified Meeting Professional (CMP) certification and
less than 10% were identified as Certified Association Executives (CAE). The
respondents used various key information sources in site selection with the highest
percentage using knowledge from previous experience (86.5%), followed by member
input (73.8%), and then peer recommendation by other meeting planners (63.8%).
Interestingly, although many destinations spend enormous amounts o f money on
advertisement to promote the cities to association meetings, few respondents took
account o f destination advertising (38%). Other information sources the respondents
identified included suggestions by board o f directors, site inspections, and CVBs’
websites. This finding indicated that convention destinations might need to concentrate
their limited resources on more personal marketing efforts, such as offering F AM
(familiarization) trips or word-of-mouth marketing as opposed to spending a lot o f money
on mass advertising.
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The respondents were from 28 different states, mostly Virginia (26.3%) followed by
Illinois (13.5%). This would be expected due to the high concentration o f associations
based in these areas.

Demographic Profile o f Respondents’ Associations
As shown in Table 7, more than 50% o f respondents’ associations were
professional, followed by trade (23%), and educational (16%). Over 25% o f respondents
reported their association membership was between 1,000 and 4,999 and about 20%
between 10,000 and 24,999 membership range. In terms o f membership scope, the
majority o f respondents’ associations were international (63.3%), followed by national
(32.8%). Regional, state, or local associations were less than 5%. The highest percentage
o f respondents (40%) stated average number o f annual convention attendees was between
1,000 and 4,999, and approximately 28% had less than 1,000 attendees for their annual
conventions. More than 50% o f respondents’ associations estimated their operations
budget for their annual convention was over $1 million. The majority o f respondents’
associations (53.3%) considered different locations for their site selections, and 28%
stated systematic rotation.

Importance o f Site Selection Criteria
The mean and standard deviation o f twenty site selection attributes in terms o f
importance were summarized and appear in Table 8. As shown in the list o f attributes, the
survey respondents perceived availability, accessibility, and affordability o f destination in
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Table 6

Demographic Profile o f Respondents
Number

%

25 years or below

5

2.2

26-34 years

45

19.7

35-44 years

81

35.4

45-54 years

60

26.2

55 years or above

38

16.6

229

100.0

Male

38

16.6

Female

191

83.4

229

100.0

High School or Less

3

1.3

Some College

38

16.6

College Degree

141

61.6

229

100.0

5 years or Less

37

16.7

6-10 years

56

25.3

11-15 years

36

16.3

Age (N=229)

Total
Gender (N=229)

Total
Education Level (N=229)

Total
Years o f Experience in Convention Management (N=221)

{table continues)
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Table 6 (continued)

16-20 years

Number
45

%
20.4

21-25 years

27

12.2

More than 25 years

20

9.0

221

100.0

Yes

82

35.8

No

147

64.2

229

100.0

Yes

20

8.7

No

209

91.3

229

100.0

Yes

198

86.5

No

31

13.5

229

100.0

Yes

169

73.8

No

60

26.2

Total
Professional Certification (N=229)
CMP (Certified Meeting Planner)

Total
CAE (Certified Association Executive)

Total
Key Information Sources to Use in Site-Selection (N=229)
Previous Experience

Total
Member Input

(table continues)
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Table 6 (continued)

Number
229

%
100.0

Yes

146

63.8

No

83

36.2

229

100.0

Yes

87

38.0

No

142

62.0

229

100.0

Virginia (VA)

60

26.32

Illinois (IL)

31

13.60

Maryland (MD)

28

12.28

District O f Columbia (DC)

28

12.28

Texas (TX)

11

4.82

Pennsylvania (PA)

11

4.82

Colorado (CO)

8

3.51

Missouri (MO)

5

2.19

Ohio (OH)

4

1.75

New Jersey (NJ)

4

1.75

Georgia (GA)

4

1.75

Total
Meeting Professional Peer Recommendation

Total
Destination Advertising

Total
State o f Residence (N=228)

{table continues)
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Table 6 (continued)

California (CA)

Number
4

%
1.75

North Carolina (NC)

3

1.32

Michigan (MI)

3

1.32

Kansas (KS)

3

1.32

Indiana (IN)

3

1.32

Connecticut (CT)

3

1.32

Wisconsin (WI)

2

0.88

Tennessee (TN)

2

0.88

Massachusetts (MA)

2

0.88

Florida (FL)

2

0.88

West Virginia (WV)

1

0.44

Oregon (OR)

1

0.44

Oklahoma (OK)

1

0.44

New York (NY)

0.44

Minnesota (MN)

I

0.44

Kentucky (KY)

I

0.44

Arizona (AZ)

1

0.44

Total

228

100.00
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Table 7

Associations Profile o f Respondents
Number

%

Professional

119

52.0

Educational

37

16.2

Trade

53

23.1

Military

1

0.4

Religious

1

0.4

Fraternal

1

0.4

Others

17

7.4

229

100.0

Less than 1,000

31

14.2

1,000-4,999

58

26.6

5,000-9,999

33

15.1

10,000-24,999

45

20.6

25,000-49,999

31

14.2

50,000 or More

20

9.2

218

100.0

National

75

32.8

International

145

63.3

Type o f Association (N=229)

Total
Association Membership (N=218)

Total
Scope o f Membership (N=229)

(table continues)
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Table 7 (continued)

Regional

Number
2

%
0.9

State

4

1.7

Local

3

1.3

229

100.0

Less than 1,000

59

28.1

1,000-4,999

84

40.0

5,000-9,999

37

17.6

10,000-24,999

22

10.5

25,000-49,999

4

1.9

50,000 or More

4

1.9

210

100.0

Less than $50,000

5

2.6

$50,000-$99,999

4

2.1

$100,000-5249,999

24

12.6

$250,000-5499.999

28

14.7

$500,000-$999,999

32

16.8

$1,000,000-52,499,999

57

29.8

$2,500,000-55,000,000

31

16.2

Total
Average Number o f Annual Convention Attendees (N=210)

Total
Operating Budget for Annual Convention (N=191)

(table continues)
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Table 7 (continued)

Number
10

%
5.2

191

100.0

Always in the same location

18

7.9

Systematic rotation

66

28.8

Attempt to visit different destinations

122

53.3

More than $5,000,000
Total
Policies o f Site Selection (N=229)

site selection for Second-Tier convention destinations more importantly than some
attributes related to destination environment or tourism factors. The association meeting
planners in this study rated Availability o f M eeting Rooms for Required Date with a
mean o f 4.66 and a standard deviation o f 0.799 as the most important attribute.
Destination accessibility variables such as Convenient Location for Attendees and
Proximity o f Hotels to Meeting Facilities, with relatively higher mean scores o f 4.27 and
4.15 respectively, were considered as important attributes. Flexibility in Negotiation was
rated in third place, with a mean value o f 4.21. This variable is often mentioned as one o f
the advantages that Second-Tier cities offer as compared to major First-Tier cities.
Attributes related to rate (price) were also perceived as very important factors. Affordable
Hotel Room Rates and Affordability o f Convention Space ranked fourth and fifth with a
mean score o f 4.19 and 4.17 respectively. The Safety and Security variable ranked
seventh with a mean value o f 4.11. Number o f Hotel Rooms, which is considered as the
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most critical factor in holding meetings and convention in Second-Tier Cities was,
perceived importantly with a mean score o f 4.03.
The least important variables were Variety o f Shopping Facilities, Variety o f
Entertainment, Affordability o f Local Restaurants, and Support o f CVB (sponsorship).
Notwithstanding, overall results o f the present study for importance o f convention site
selection criteria were compatible with the study o f Nelson & Rys (2000) and other
previous studies about convention site selection factors (Choi & Boger, 2000;
Oppermann, 1996a, 1996b).

Familiarity o f the Second-Tier Convention Destinations
The survey respondents’ familiarity with each convention city based on their
previous experience (holding conventions or visiting) appears in Table 9. The majority o f
respondents indicated high familiarity for Nashville (75.5%) and Indianapolis (62.9%)
through direct convention experience or visitation. Over 50% o f the respondents had held
conventions in Charlotte or visited the city. However, the respondents’ familiarity for San
Jose was relatively much lower than other three destinations, and about 35% responded
that they had held conventions in San Jose or visited the destination.

Qualitative Perceptions
The survey respondents were asked to answer the unsolicited (open-ended)
questions: “What images and characteristics come to your mind when you think o f
following destinations (i.e. Indianapolis, Nashville, Charlotte, and San Jose) as an
association’s convention destination?” The results provided various information about
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Mean and Standard Deviation o f Importance o f Site Selection Attributes
For Second-Tier Convention Destinations
Attributes

Mean

Availability o f meeting rooms for required date

4.66

Standard
Deviation
0.799

Convenient location for members

4.27

0.900

Flexibility in negotiation

4.21

0.831

Affordable hotel room rates

4.19

0.968

Affordability o f convention space (including meeting & exhibit space)

4.17

1.108

Proximity o f hotels to meeting facilities

4.15

1.237

Safety and security

4.11

0.894

Number o f hotel rooms

4.03

1.116

Service quality o f convention facilities (including catering services)

3.97

1.147

Capacity o f convention facilities

3.96

1.342

City reputation

3.86

0.948

Cost o f transportation (air & ground)

3.63

0.962

Ease o f local transportation

3.27

1.082

Variety o f local restaurants

3.21

0.994

Effectiveness o f destination marketing

3.18

1.073

Variety o f local attractions

3.18

0.917

Support o f CVB (sponsorship)

2.92

1.204

Affordability o f local restaurants

2.88

1.047

Variety o f entertainment & recreation (golf, spa)

2.86

1.109

Variety o f shopping facilities

2.36

0.966

Note. Importance scale: 5= Extremely Important, 4= Very Important, 3= Important,
2= Moderately Important, 1= Slightly Important
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Table 9

Familiarity o f Second-Tier Convention Destinations (N=229)
Destination

Yes

No

(Held Conventions

(%)

(%)

Or Visited)
144

(Neither Held
Conventions Nor Visited)

62.9

85

37.1

Nashville

173

75.5

56

24.5

Charlotte

127

55.5

102

44.5

San Jose

79

34.5

150

65.5

Indianapolis

how association meeting planners perceived each o f the four Second-Tier convention
destination.
The respondents’ freely elicited responses for each convention destination were content
analyzed and the result o f the top ten most frequently cited words or images o f each city
appear in Table 10, 11, 12, and 13.
Indianapolis
For the most frequently citied words or images o f Indianapolis, respondents stated
Indy500/Car racing/Race track/Speedway with one hundred-five references. Indianapolis
500 Mile Race or the often shortened “Indy 500” is race for automobiles held annually
over the Memorial Day weekend at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway in Speedway,
Indiana (Wikipedia Encyclopedia, 2005). The second most frequently mentioned words
or images were related to meeting facilities and city atmosphere such as Great convention
center/RCA Dome/Skwalk/Walking city/Nice convention downtown with seventy-two
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Table 10

___________________ Ten Top Open-ended Responses Indianapolis_____________
1. Indy 500/Car racing/Race track/Speedway (105)
2. Great convention center/RCA Dome/Hotels attached to convention center/
Skywalk/Walking city/Nice convention downtown (72)
3. Convenient location/Centrally located/Midwest (57)
4. Midwestern culture/Friendly/Clean/Wholesome/Family/All-American (40)
5. Affordable/Cost-effective/Low cost/Inexpensive/Good Value (28)
6. Boring/Not sexy/Dull/Bland/Behind times/Concrete/Dingy/Dirty/Isolated (23)
7. Accessible/Easy to get to or get around (22)
7.Small/Compact city/Second-Tier/Mid size (22)
9. Sports/The Colts, NFL/Basketball/Indiana Pacers, NBA (20)
10. Cold /Harsh Winter/Spring & Fall destination (13)

references, followed by Convenient location/Centrally located/Midwest being mentioned
fifty-seven times. Midwestern Culture/Friendly/Clean/Wholesome/Family were the forth
most cited words or images o f Indianapolis. Respondents also perceived Indianapolis as
an affordable destination by describing it with words such as Affordable/Costeffective/Low cost/Good value with twenty-eight references. The sixth most frequently
mentioned words or images were associated with negative affections about the
destination and included Boring, Not sexy. Dull, and Bland, etc., being mentioned
twenty-three times. Accessible and Small/Second-Tier were tied for seventh place, with a
total o f twenty-two times each.
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In addition to car racing, Indianapolis was perceived as a sport city described by The
Colts/NFL/Basketball/ Indiana Pacers/NBA with twenty references. The tenth most
frequently mentioned words or images were about weather: Cold/Harsh Winter/Spring &
Fall destination.
Nashville
The most frequently mentioned words or images o f the so-called “Music City
USA”, Nashville were Country music/Cowboy boots & hats/Entertainment with one
hundred sixty references. The second most frequently cited words or images were
Gaylord Opryland Resort and Convention Center being mentioned seventy-seven times.
This hotel is known for one o f the largest single properties in the nation with 2,881 guest
rooms, with 109,465 square feet o f ballroom space, and 319,000 square feet o f exhibit
space. Friendly/Southern hospitality & charm/Down home/Family friendly were the third
most cited words or images o f Nashville being mentioned thirty-one times. Respondents
described the destination with Fun/Exciting/Hot/lnteresting/Lively/Playful with twentytwo references. The variables Local attractions/lots o f activities and Easily accessible
were tied for the fifth spot with eighteen references. The top ten words or images o f
Nashville involved a combination o f cognitive and affective evaluations.
Charlotte
The most frequently mentioned words or images o f “Queen City”, Charlotte were
Southern charm & hospitality/Friendly/Clean/Small town feel with forty-nine references.
These words or images were taken on the fourth and third place respectively in the case
o f Indianapolis and Nashville. The second most commonly cited words or images were
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Table 11

_____________________Ten Top Open-ended Responses Nashville__________________
1. Country music/Cowboy boots & hats/Entertainment (160)
2. Gaylord Opryland Resort and Convention Center (77)
3. Friendly/Southern hospitality & charm/Down home/ Family friendly (31)
4. Fun/Party/Exciting/Hot/lnteresting/Lively/Playful (22)
5. Local attractions/Variety o f activities/Lots to do (18)
5. Easily accessible/Good air access/Plenty o f flights (18)
7. Grand Ole Opry (17)
8. Affordable/lnexpensive/Cost effective (12)
9. Small convention center/Not enough meeting space/Not for large conventions (11)
10. The South (10)

associated with accessibility such as “Easy airlifts and US Air hub” with forty-eight
references. Respondents described Charlotte with words or images o f Small town.
Smaller venues for large conventions being mentioned twenty-five times. Similar to
Indianapolis, Charlotte was perceived as a sport city described by “Sports/Basketball/
Auto racing/NASCAR” with twenty-two references. Described geographical location,
“South/Southern” was the fifth most mentioned word with twenty-one times.
Respondents perceived Charlotte positively for its surrounding settings describing by the
words or images, “Beautiful countryside/Carolinas/Green/Golf/ Quaint/Cute/Pretty”
being cited seventeen times.
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____________________ Ten Top Open-ended Responses Charlotte_____
1. Southern charm, hospitality/Friendly/Clean/Small town feel (49)
2. Accessible/US Air hub/Easy airlifts (48)
3. Small town/Smaller venues for large conventions (25)
4. Sports/Basketball/Auto racing/NASCAR (22)
5. South/Southem (21)
6. Beautiful countryside/Quaint/Cute/Pretty/Carolinas/Green/Golf (17)
7. Banking/Finance/Business city (16)
8. Affordable/Inexpensive (15)
8. Not familiar with the city/Don ft know much about the city (15)
10. Good and new convention center (14)

W ith regard to the fact that Charlotte is the second-largest banking center in the
country, the seventh most commonly mentioned words or images were
Banking/Finance/Business city with sixteen references. Along with Indianapolis and
Nashville, Charlotte was also perceived as an affordable and inexpensive destination.
San Jose
As often described by its nickname, “Capital o f Silicon Valley”, the most
frequently mentioned words or images o f San Jose were Silicon Valley/High
tech/Computer with fifty-six references, followed by Sunny/Warm/Bright/Nice weather
being mentioned fifty-two times.
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Table 13

_____________________ Ten Top Open-ended Responses San Jose
1. Silicon Valley/High Tech/Computer (56)
2. Sunny/Warm/Bright/Nice weather (52)
3. California/Near San Francisco/West Coast (38)
4. Unknown (33)
5. Hard to get to from the east/Not easily accessible (23)
6. Bay area/Beach/Ocean/Mountain scenery (18)
7. Nothing to do/Not exciting/Not a lot o f pizzazz (16)
7. Accessible/Major highway/Good location/Convenient (16)
9. Expensive/Costly (14)
10. Affordable/Cheaper than San Francisco (13)

The third most cited words or images were California/Near San Francisco/ West
Coast with thirty-eight references. “Unknown” was the fourth most frequently mentioned
word with thirty-three references. This makes sense because San Jose was the rated the
least familiar destination among the four convention cities by survey respondents. Words
or images associated with accessibility showed different perceptions about the destination.
Unfavorable responses about accessibility were mentioned by “Hard to get to from the
east or Not easily accessible” with twenty-three references, while favorable perceptions
about accessibility were stated by “Accessible via major highway. Good location or
Convenient” with sixteen references. Respondents mentioned words or images for
surrounding area o f San Jose such as Bay area/Beach/Ocean/Mountain scenery with
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eighteen references. The destination was negatively perceived by the words or images
like “Nothing to do, Not exciting, and Not a lot o f pizzazz” with sixteen references.
Unlike the three other convention cities, San Jose was described as an expensive and
costly destination, but it was perceived to be more affordable than a big city like San
Francisco.

Flypotheses Testing and Discussion
Hypothesis 1
The meeting planners who have previous experiences (held conventions or
visited) with a Second-Tier convention destination have different perceptions
from those with no previous experiences with that convention destination.
Hypothesis L a
The meeting planners who have previous experiences with a Second-Tier
convention destination have different cognitive perceptions from those with no
previous experiences with that convention destination.
Hypothesis l.h
The meeting planners who have previous experiences with a Second-Tier
convention destination have different affective perceptions from those with no
previous experiences with that convention destination.
Hypothesis l.c
The meeting planners who have previous experiences with a Second-Tier
convention destination have different overall image from those with no previous
experiences with that convention destination.
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Hypothesis 2
The meeting planners who have previous experiences (held conventions or
visited) with a Second-Tier convention destination have different behavioral
intentions from those with no previous experiences with that convention
destination.
A series o f independent sample t tests for each convention city on cognitive,
affective, overall image, and behavioral intentions were performed to test hypotheses 1
and 2. Since there were numerous tests required, Bonferroni correction was applied for
each cognitive, affective perceptions, and behavioral intentions comparisons. The overall
results showed that no significant differences were found in images (cognitive, affective,
and overall) and behavioral intentions for the convention cities between meeting planners
who had a previous experience and those who did not. Therefore, Hypotheses 1 and 2
were not supported.
In a comparison between association meeting planners who had a previous
experience and those who did not, Indianapolis was perceived differently for some
cognitive variables, affective variables, overall image variables, and behavioral intentions.
Between the two meeting planners groups, among twenty cognitive variables, significant
differences were found for two variables, safety and security and proximity o f hotels to
meeting facilities. Association meeting planners who have some familiarity (previous
experience) with Indianapolis provided higher mean score (M=3.76) for safety and
security than those who have no familiarity (M=3.36). Association meeting planners who
had a previous experience with Indianapolis gave higher mean score (M=4.25) for
Proximity o f Hotels to Meeting Facilities than those who did not (M=3.95). With
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Nashville, no significant differences were found for cognitive, affective perceptions and
behavioral intentions. However, there was a significant difference in overall image o f
Nashville between association meeting planners who had a previous experience (M=4.87)
with the destination and those who did not (M=4.39). Charlotte was perceived differently
for Convenient Location for Members between association meeting planners who had a
previous experience with the destination (M=3.14) and those who did not (M=2.62). Also,
it was found that there was a difference in overall image o f Charlotte between these two
meeting planners groups. Differences between meeting planners who are familiar with
San Jose and those who have no familiarity with the destination were found in terms o f
overall image and behavioral intentions (i.e. recommendation for other meeting planners),
but no significant differences in cognitive and affective perceptions. The majority o f
differences described for each city were small and not meaningful for comparison. The
result o f this study was contrary to the findings o f previous literature addressing the
impact o f previous experience on destination image. However, the present study
produced the same result as the study o f Baloglu & Love (2005) about association
meeting planners’ perceptions and intentions for five major U.S. convention cities. The
authors found no significant differences in destination image o f the five cities between
association meeting planners who had a previous experience and those who did not.
Hypothesis 3
The association meeting planners’ images o f the Second-Tier convention
destinations are different. (At least, one Second-Tier convention destination’s
image is different.)
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Hypothesis 3.a
The association meeting planners’ cognitive perceptions o f the Second-Tier
convention destinations are different.
Hypothesis 3.b
The association meeting planners’ affective perceptions o f the Second-Tier
convention destinations are different.
Hypothesis 3.c
The association meeting planners’ overall image o f the Second-Tier convention
destinations are different.
Hypothesis 4
The association meeting planners’ behavioral intentions for the Second-Tier
convention destinations are different.
Because o f no significant differences between association meeting planners who
had previous experience and those who did not, the hypotheses 3 and 4 were tested on the
whole data. For testing hypotheses 3 and 4, the GLM Repeated Measures analysis was
performed on cognitive perceptions, affective perceptions, overall image, and behavioral
intentions for the four Second-Tier cities.
Assumptions
For the GLM Repeated Measures analysis, the normality o f dependent variables
and outliers should be checked (SPSS, 1999). The data was checked for normality and
outliers by histograms o f variables and residuals and Cook’s distance. There was no
significant violation o f the normality assumption, and extreme values were found.
Another assumption o f the repeated measures is the sphericity assumption (homogeneity
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o f variance o f the differences between any two levels o f a within-subject factor).
Mauchly’s test o f Sphericity, which is automatically displayed for a repeated measures
analysis, is utilized to test this assumption. If the test is significant, i.e. probability level is
less than 0.05, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected F-values should be used (SPSS, 1999). The
test results showed that the sphericity assumption was violated for most o f all variables
and therefore, the corrected F-ratio and their associated probabilities were used.
Table 14 showed the means and standard deviations for cognitive, affective, overall
image, and behavioral intentions variables o f each o f the four Second-Tier convention
cities.
Cognitive Perceptions
The repeated measures analysis was performed to evaluate twenty cognitive
perceptions o f Indianapolis, Nashville, Charlotte, and San Jose. M auchly’s test o f
Sphericity was performed to find if the data violated the shphericity assumption. For the
majority o f cognitive variables, the observed probability level was less than 0.05, which
indicates that the variance differences between four Second-Tier cities are not equal
across the twenty variables. Since the sphericity assumption for repeated measures
analysis was violated, a corrected F-value must be used. The Greenhouse-Geisser
corrected F-values were significant at 0.0025 (0.05/20=0.0025) or lower probability level
for all variables except safety and security, which indicated that at least one pair o f
Second-Tier convention cities are different. The multivariate tests o f Pillai’s Trace and
W ilks’s Lambda were significant at 0.0001 probability level. Therefore, Sub-Hypothesis
3.a was supported (See table 15).
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Table 14
and Standard Deviation fo r Cognitive, Affective, Overall Image, and Behavioral Intentions
For Second-Tier Convention Destinations

CD

8

Variables

Second-Tier Convention Destinations

(O '

3"

Indianapolis

Nashville

Charlotte

San Jose

3.68 (.662)

3.25 (.705)

3.44 (.652)

2.82 (.612)

3.19(1.055)

3.11 (.974)

2.91 (.947)

2.63 (.879)

3.47 (.782)

3.66 (.733)

3.14 (.711)

3.11 (.624)

3.81 (.738)

3.60 (.774)

3.29 (.664)

3.16 (.602)

3.28 (.786)

3.46 (.904)

3.20 (.674)

3.40 (.587)

3.66 (.606)

3.65 (.725)

3.54 (.618)

3.29 (.562)

2.87 (.791)

3.58 (.937)

2.81 (.697)

3.04 (.664)

City reputation

3.19 (.829)

:3.57 (.869)

3.24 (.761)

3.18 (.725)

Safety and security

3.61 (.726)

3.49 (.624)

3.58 (.640)

3.46 (.509)
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Affordable hotel room rates
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Convenient location for members
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Number o f hotel rooms
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Capacity o f convention facilities
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Variety o f local restaurants
Support o f CVB (sponsorship)
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Table 14 (Continued)
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Variables

CD

Indianapolis

Nashville

Charlotte

San Jose

Flexibility in negotiation

3.50 (.535)

3.21 (.722)

3.42 (.568)

3.22 (.495)

Effectiveness of destination marketing

3.00 (.888)

3.53 (.829)

2.88 (.811)

2.72 (.718)

Affordability of convention space-including meeting &

3.46 (.602)

3.27 (.669)

3.41 (.544)

3.08 (.510)
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Second-Tier Convention Destinations

CD
CD

exhibit space

C

Proximity o f hotels to meeting facilities

4.14 (.616)

3.54 (.772)

3.52 (.573)

3.65 (.503)

Service quality of convention facilities-Including

3.46 (.549)

3.52 (.646)

3.27 (.474)

3.38 (.357)

2.84 (.751)

3.50 (.853)

3.15 (.755)

3.25 (.556)

Affordability of local restaurants

3.52 (.601)

3.52 (.571)

3.52 (.566)

3.19 (.475)

Cost o f transportation-air & ground

3.36 (.636)

3.31 (.663)

3.11 (.701)

3.03 (.576)

Availability o f meeting rooms for required date

3.72 (.530)

3.54 (.554)

3.56 (.540)

3.39 (.446)
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catering services
Variety of entertainment & recreation (golf, spa)
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Table 14 (Continued)

Variables

CD

Indianapolis

Nashville

Charlotte

San Jose

Variety o f shopping facilities

3.29 (.655)

3.20 (.713)

3.03 (.603)

3.13 (.471)

Ease o f local transportation

3.36 (.597)

3.04 (.715)

3.16 (.597)

3.37 (.450)

Pleasant/Unpleasant

4.41 (1.577)

4.82 (1.504)

4.78 (1.378)

4.52 (1.371)

Arousing/Sleepy

3.53 (1.479)

4.72 (1.485)

3.65 (1.410)

3.97(1.287)

Distressing/Relaxing

4.14(1.246)

4.29 (1.252)

4.63 (1.212)

4.39(1.203)

Exciting/ Gloomy

3.73 (1.466)

4.79 (1.461)

4.13(1.167)

4.25 (1.211)

4.32(1.453)

4.75 (1.367)

4.33 (1.258)

4.22(1.220)

Recommendation

4.10(1.800)

4.54(1.668)

4.08 (1.468)

3.95 (1.424)

Consideration of future conventions

3.61 (1.989)

4.00(1.937)

3.53 (1.763)

3.42(1.703)
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Second-Tier Convention Destinations

Affective
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Overall Image
■CDD
C /)
C /)

Behavioral Intentions

Note. Numbers in parentheses are the standard deviation for each o f the variables measured. Numbers not in the parentheses are the
mean for each variable.

The Bonferroni multiple comparisons indicated that for Affordable Hotel Room
rates, significant differences were found among all four convention cities. Indianapolis
received the highest mean score o f Hotel Room Rates Affordability, while San Jose was
rated with the lowest mean score. According to the on-line survey for the country’s most
affordable cities conducted by GetThere, an online corporate travel provider, Indianapolis
and Nashville were included in the top 10 cities (Kovaleski & McGee, 2004).
San Jose is generally considered as a more expensive destination than the other
three cities since it is located in California a state that has a higher hotel room tax rate
than Indiana or North Carolina. For the variable convenient location for members,
Indianapolis and Nashville were perceived similarly as the most convenient location for
meeting attendees. Geographically, these two cities are centrally located at the same
latitude, which could be more accessible from the west and the east side o f the country. In
addition, it was noticed that centrally located Second-Tier cities such as Indianapolis
have helped protect attendance attrition after the event o f 9/11, and these cities are often
promoted themselves as “drivable” locations (Jackson, 2002). Since most associations
are based in the east or the mid-west, San Jose, located in the far west, could be hard to
reach or access for their members.
In terms o f Number o f Hotel Rooms, the perception o f Nashville was more
positive than other three convention destinations. There was no difference between
Charlotte and San Jose. Nashville’s well-known Gaylord Opryland Resort and
Convention Center is one o f the largest properties in the nation offering over 2,800 hotel
rooms. More than 3,000 committable sleeping rooms are available in downtown as well.
According to figures reported on the CVB websites o f the other three cities, Charlotte and
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San Jose has approximately the same amount o f hotel rooms (4,000 or so) near the
convention centers. Indianapolis has over 5,000 hotel rooms available in the downtown
area and about 2,000 rooms attached to the Indianapolis Convention Center & RCA
Dome.
For Capacity o f Convention Facilities, the association meeting planners gave the
highest ratings to Indianapolis, followed by Nashville. The 1.9 million-square-foot
Indiana Convention Center & RCA Dome has seven exhibit halls (308,700 square feet),
48 meeting rooms, four ballrooms and a domed stadium, all under one roof (Indianapolis
CVB website, 20005). Nashville convention center offers 118,675 square feet exhibit
halls, 25 meeting rooms, and the 11,000 square- foot ballroom (Nashville convention
center website, 2005). Gaylord Opryland Resort and Convention Center is another
meeting facility option, which houses more than 600,000 square feet o f meeting and
exhibit space (Gaylord Opryland Resort and Convention Center website, 2005). The
association meeting planners perceived capacity o f convention facilities in Charlotte and
San Jose to be similar. According to the figures presented on the websites o f convention
centers o f these two cities, Charlotte Convention Center provides 280,000 square feet o f
exhibit space as well as 90,000 square feet o f meeting space, including a 35,000 square
feet ballroom. The San Jose convention center features 425,000 square feet o f function
space, including 143,000 square feet o f exhibit space, a 22,000 square-foot ballroom, and
30 meeting rooms.
The variable Variety o f Local Restaurants produced no significant differences
between Nashville and San Jose or Indianapolis, Charlotte, and San Jose. However, for
this variable, respondents viewed Nashville more positively than Indianapolis and
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Charlotte. For Support o f CVB and its sponsorship, there were no significant different
among Indianapolis, Nashville, and Charlotte, but San Jose was rated the lowest. In terms
o f Variety o f Local Attractions and City Reputation, Nashville was perceived more
favorably with the highest mean scores than the other three cities. So-called “Music City”,
Nashville is famous for country music with popular tourist locations such as the Country
Music Hall o f Fame and Ryman Auditorium, the site o f the Grand Ole Opry. Yet,
Nashville is much more than just country music. It is also called the Athens o f the South
for its educational institution including Vanderbilt University, Fisk University, and
Meharry Medical School, as well as classical architecture and fine art. Other popular
tourist attractions o f the city include the Opryland Hotel indoor garden and collections,
the Parthenon, the Nashville Zoo. Six million people visit Nashville each year (Yahoo
Travel, 2005). San Jose, located in the south end o f San Francisco Bay area, was
perceived more positively for Variety o f Local Attractions than Indianapolis and
Charlotte, where no significant difference was found between the two. San Jose is also
known as the “Capital o f Silicon Valley”, surrounded by miles o f faceless high-tech
industrial parks (San Jose Convention & Visitors Bureau, 2005).
No significant difference was found for Safety and Security across the four
Second-Tier cities. Smaller cities are usually perceived safer and more family friendly
than larger cities (Nelson & Rys, 2000). Rural settings o f Indianapolis and Charlotte and
the southern hospitality o f Nashville might create a safer environment image. Meanwhile,
San Jose is recognized the safest big city in America for four consecutive years (San Jose
CVB, 2005). Indianapolis and Charlotte were perceived better tban Nashville and San
Jose in regard to Flexibility in Negotiation. San Jose CVB (Convention and Visitors
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Bureau) was recently trying to reposition as an attractive destination to association
meetings (Kovaleski & McGee, 2004). As part o f its efforts, the city’s council approved
flexible pricing structures for the convention center, and the convention center rental
contract was rewritten to make it more customer-friendly. However, in this study,
respondents still perceived the destination to be somewhat less flexible in terms o f
negotiation. For the Destination Marketing variable, the association meeting planners
evaluated Nashville’s destination marketing activities more effectively to help lure
convention attendees than the other three destinations. As Anetha Grant, vice president o f
Convention Sales and Marketing for the Nashville CVB, mentioned (Jones, 2003), the
city’s selling point offered the name recognition o f Music City, invoking pleasant
thoughts when people think o f Nashville. Additionally, the destination promoted itself as
more affordable to provide value-inherent rates. Interestingly, in spite o f being often
introduced as a favorable southern convention destination in trade journals, Charlotte
received a low rating for its Destination Marketing Effectiveness. San Jose was rated last
again, which could be the result o f lack o f familiarity with the destination. On
Affordability o f Convention Space dimension, Indianapolis and Charlotte were perceived
as more affordable destinations than Nashville and San Jose. San Jose was seen as more
expensive than the other three cities in the case o f Hotel Room Affordability. For
Proximity o f Hotels to Meeting Facilities, Indianapolis received the highest mean score.
Indiana Convention Center and RCA Dome is directly connected several hotels and
Circle Center mall for dining and shopping through the Skywalks. The Skywalk system
also gives delegates access to over 6,000 parking spaces without stepping outside. The
hotels attached to the Convention Center account for over 2,800 hotel rooms and include
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Indianapolis M arriott Downtown, The Westin Indianapolis, Hyatt Regency Indianapolis,
and The Crowne Plaza Hotel & Conference Center is linked to the RCA Dome
(Indianapolis CVB, 2005). In terms o f Service Quality o f Convention Facilities including
catering services, no significant difference was found between Indianapolis and Nashville
or Indianapolis and San Jose. However, Charlotte gained the lowest rating for this
variable. Even though Charlotte has state-of-the art convention facilities, if the service o f
convention staff or food quality does not reach association meetings’ expectations, it
would be hard to get return business. Thus, it is important for convention destination not
only to expand the capacity o f convention center or meeting facilities, but also to upgrade
its intangible service quality in order to be chosen for association conventions. The
dimension o f Variety o f Entertainment and Recreation Opportunities produced similar
results to the case o f Variety o f Local Attractions. Nashville was rated the highest, since
the city provides various music-related entertainment and nightlife opportunities. The
area, as known “The District”, teems with tourist-oriented nightclubs and restaurants, live
music bars, is one o f the South’s most vibrant nightlife places. Also, the Music Valley
area, home to the Grand Ole Opry radio show is the venue for people looking for tamer
entertainment (Frommers, 2005). No significant difference was found between Charlotte
and San Jose. It is probably because both cities seem to have similar recreational options
such as parks, beach, and golf courses. Indianapolis was negatively perceived by the
lowest mean rating for Variety o f Entertainment and Recreation Opportunities.
Conventions have become more family involved activities and attendees are looking for
extra-conference opportunities. In this sense, convention destinations should provide
various entertainment options and vacation amenities to be more competitive in site
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selection. For Affordability o f Local Restaurants, Indianapolis, Nashville, and Charlotte
were equally rated with mean score o f 3.52, but San Jose was received the lowest rating
with a mean o f 3.19.
In terms o f Cost o f Air and Ground Transportation, no significant difference was
found between Indianapolis and Nashville or Charlotte and San Jose. The results could be
associated with geographical location o f the association members in this study. If
destinations can be accessible by driving, it would be seen more affordable and preferable,
particularly for cost-sensitive smaller size associations. Association meeting planners in
the present study evaluated Availability o f Meeting Rooms for Required Date as the most
important attribute for Second-Tier destination selection. Indianapolis gained the highest
mean score for this variable, followed by Charlotte. Nashville was rated slightly lower
than Charlotte and no significant difference was found between these two cities. San Jose,
which seemed to be perceived unfavorably for most variables, gained another lowest
rating for this important variable. The variable Variety o f Shopping Facilities produced
no significant difference between Indianapolis and Nashville or Nashville and San Jose or
Charlotte and San Jose. However, for this variable, respondent viewed Indianapolis and
Charlotte differently. For the last cognitive variable. Ease o f Local Transportation, no
difference was found between Indianapolis and San Jose, and these two cities were given
higher ratings than Nashville and Charlotte. Since Indianapolis and San Jose are bigger
cities with higher populations than Nashville and Charlotte, their transportation systems
may be more convenient than smaller tow n’s.
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Cognitive Image Difference among Second-Tier Convention Cities: Repeated Measures Analysis with Multiple Comparison Tests

CD

Variables

8
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Second-Tier Convention Cities

Green
house- Geisser

Fratio

/7-value

Indianapolis

Nashville

Charlotte

San Jose

Affordable hotel room rates (4.19)

3.68a

3.25b

3.44c

2.82d

.960

97.20

0.000*

Convenient location for members (4.26)

3.19a

3.11a

2.91b

2.63c

.902

22.13

0.000*

Number of hotel rooms (4.02)

3.47b

3.66a

3.14c

3.11c

.975

48.81

0.000*

Capacity o f convention facilities (3.96)

3.81a

3.60b

3.29c

3.16c

.984

60.36

0.000*

3.28b,c

3.46a

3.20b

3.40a,c

.955

7.41

0.000*
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Variety o f local restaurants (3.20)

CD
Q.

Support o f CVB (sponsorship) (2.92)

3.66a

3.65a

3.54a

3.29b

.986

23.14

0.000*

Variety o f local attractions (3.18)

2.87b

3.58a

2.8Ib

3.04c

.947

63.75

0.000*

City reputation (3.86)

3.19b

3.57a

3.24b

3.18b

.973

18.52

0.000*

Safety and security (4.10)

3.61

3.49

3.58

3.46

.956

4.80

0.003

Flexibility in negotiation (4.20)

3.59a

3.21b

3.42a

3.22b

.912

19.81

0.000*
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Table 15 (Continued)
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Variables

0

Second-Tier Convention Cities

3

CD

8

Green

F-

houseGeisser

ratio

/7-value

Indianapolis

Nashville

Charlotte

San Jose

Effectiveness o f destination marketing (3.18)

3.00b

3.53a

2.88b

2.72c

.978

58.03

0.000*

Affordability o f convention space (Including

3.46a

3.27b

3.41a

3.08c

.939

30.33

0.000*

4.14a

3.54b,c

3.52b

3.65c

.920

71.09

0.000*

3.46a,c

3.52a

3.27b

3.38c

.931

16.22

0.000*

2.84b

3.50a

3.15c

3.25c

.960

45.23

0.000*

Affordability o f local restaurants (2.88)

3.52a

3.52a

3.52a

3.19b

.980

33.17

0.000*

Cost o f transportation-air & ground (3.63)

3.36a

3.31a

3.11b

3.03b

.924

20.14

0.000*
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Proximity o f hotels to meeting facilities (4.14)
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Service quality o f convention facilities (Including
catering services) (3.97)
Variety o f entertainment & recreation (golf, spa)
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Variables

Second-Tier Convention Cities

Green
house- Geisser

CD

8

/7-value

ratio

Indianapolis

Nashville

Charlotte

San Jose

3.72a

3.54b

3.56b

3.39c

.989

34.43

0.000*

Variety of shopping facilities (2.35)

3.29a

3.20a,c

3.03b

3.13b,c

.937

10.74

0.000*

Ease of local transportation (3.26)

3.36a

3.04c

3.16b

3.37a

.948

25.90

0.000*
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Note. Bonferroni adjustment was used for all univariate and multiple comparison tests. The p-values with

are significant at the

adjusted significance level o f 0.0025 (0.05/20 = 0.0025). Means with a different letter are significantly different at 0.0005 or lower
probability level. The multivariate test o f Pillai’s Trace and W ilk’s Lambda for all variables except for Safety and Security were

■CDD

significant at 0.0001 or lower probability level. All variables were measured on a 5-point scale. The average scores o f importance for

C /)
C /)

cognitive attributes were shown in parentheses next to each variable

Affective Perceptions
The repeated measures analysis was performed on the affective perceptions o f
Indianapolis, Nashville, Charlotte, and San Jose. The multivariate test o f Pillai’s Trace
and W ilks’ Lambda were significant at 0.0001 probability level. M auchly’s test o f
Sphericity was conducted in order to check if the data is violating the sphericity
assumption. For each o f the four affect variables, the observed probability level was
below 0.05, which meant that the variance differences between convention cities are not
equal across the sixteen comparisons. Since the sphericity assumption for repeated
measures analysis was violated, corrected F-values were used. The Greenhouse-Geisser
corrected F-values were significant at 0.0125 or lower probability level for all four
variables, which indicated that at least one pair o f Second-Tier convention destinations
are different on each affect variable. Therefore, sub-hypothesis 3.b was supported (Table
16).
Nashville and Charlotte were perceived as more pleasant than Indianapolis and
San Jose. The result might be due to the southern hospitality and more family-friendly
destination image o f Nashville and Charlotte. However, Indianapolis received the lowest
ratings perhaps due to its blue-collar city image.
On Arousing/Sleepy scale, Nashville was perceived by far as being more arousing
than the other three cities. The destination’s music city recognition with a variety o f
entertainment options was certainly reflected in this perception. San Jose was rated more
arousing than Indianapolis or Charlotte. This maybe associated with Silicon Valley,
which represents computer game industry, Internet, and advanced IT technology. There
was no significant difference between Indianapolis and Charlotte. Since these two cities
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were perceived as destinations to have less local attractions and extra-conference
opportunities, they were seen to be more sleepy or boring destinations.
The Relaxing/Distressing dimension showed that no significant differences
existed among Indianapolis, Nashville, and San Jose. Charlotte was viewed to be a more
relaxing destination with the highest mean score. In open-ended responses, Charlotte was
also described as a nice laid back small town with beautiful surroundings. San Jose was
found to be somewhat similar to Charlotte and this m ay be related to warm weather and
the location close to the ocean.
In terms o f Exciting/Gloomy, again Nashville again received the highest mean
rating as being the most exciting city, followed by San Jose and Charlotte with no
significant differences found between the last two. Indianapolis was rated the lowest with
a more gloomy image, which may be due to the harsh cold winter.
Overall Image
The repeated measures analysis was conducted on the Overall Image perceptions
o f Indianapolis, Nashville, Charlotte, and San Jose. M auchly’s test o f Sphericity was
checked and the /7-value was less than 0.05, which indicated the variance differences
between Second-Tier convention cities are not equal. Since the sphericity assumption was
violated, the corrected F-values were used. The Greenhouse-Geisser corrected F-values
were significant at 0.05 or lower probability level, which indicated at least one pair o f
convention destinations have different overall images. Thus, sub-hypothesis 3.c was
supported (Table 17). Overall, the survey respondents perceived Nashville differently
from the other three cities. Nashville received the highest mean score for Overall Image,
followed by Indianapolis and Charlotte together, and then San Jose. The results o f
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Overall Image showed the consistency with the findings o f the cognitive and affective
perceptions. For the majority o f cognitive perceptions and affective perceptions,
Nashville was given the highest mean score. San Jose was given the lowest ratings for
most o f the cognitive variables. Indianapolis and Charlotte was perceived similar for nine
cognitive variables. Since sub-hypotheses 3.a, 3.b, and 3.c were all supported, hypothesis
3 was supported.
Behavioral Intentions
The repeated measures analysis was performed on the behavioral intentions o f
Indianapolis, Nashville, Charlotte, and San Jose. The multivariate test o f Pillai’s Trace
and W ilks’ Lambda were significant at 0.0001 probability level. For each behavioral
intentions variable, the observed probability level for M auchly’s test o f Sphericity was
below 0.05, which suggested that variance differences between convention destinations
were not equal. Since the sphericity assumption for repeated measures analysis was
violated, the corrected F- values were used. The greenhouse -G eisser corrected F-values
were significant at 0.025 or lower probability level for both variables, which indicated
that at least one pair o f Second-Tier convention destinations are different on both
recommendation and future considerations variable. Therefore, Hypothesis 4 was
supported (Table 18).
For Bonferroni multiple comparisons o f the four Second-Tier convention
destinations on behavioral intentions, no significant differences were found among
Indianapolis, Charlotte, and San Jose. As shown in Table 4, the association meeting
planners had stronger intentions for Nashville than Indianapolis, Charlotte, and San Jose.
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Second-Tier Convention Cities
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/7-value

Fratio

Indianapolis

Nashville

Charlotte

San Jose
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In terms o f both recommendation and consideration o f future conventions, Nashville
received the highest mean ratings, which was consistent with dominant images (cognitive
perception, affective perception, and overall image) o f Nashville among the four cities.
Indianapolis took second place followed by Charlotte. San Jose was rated last for
behavioral intentions variables. Since meeting professional peer recommendation was
considered as one o f key information sources in site selection, San Jose would hardly be
listed on associations’ evoked set for consideration and it was confirmed by the fact that
the city received the Lowest rating for future consideration. These findings certainly
supported previous research about a destination image and its influence on site selection.
The more favorable images a destination has, the greater the chances that the city would
be selected for association meetings.

Summary o f Hypotheses Testing
Unlike the findings o f previous studies, the present study did not find adequate
support in differences in image and behavior intentions o f the four Second-Tier cities
between the association meeting planners who had previous experience (i.e. held
conventions or visited) and those who did not. Although there were differences in the
Overall Image between the two association meeting planners groups for all convention
cities, the results o f a t-test on cognitive, affective variables and behavioral intentions
dimensions revealed no major significant differences between the association meeting
planners who have familiarity (previous experience) with the four convention cities and
those who have no familiarity with them. Therefore Hypotheses 1 and 2 were not
supported. The results might be expected due to the fact that generally association
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meeting planners are very familiar with convention cities because o f the vast amount o f
destination literature they typically receive. In addition, meeting planners frequently use
peer communication in seeking and exchanging information for site selection.
Repeated Measures analyses showed there were significant differences in
Cognitive Perceptions (except Safety and Security variable). Affective Perceptions,
Overall Image, and Behavioral Intentions for all o f the four Second-Tier convention
destinations: Indianapolis, Nashville, Charlotte, and San Jose. Thus Hypotheses 3 and 4
were supported. Overall, Nashville, throughout the Cognitive, Affective, Overall Image,
and Behavioral Intentions variables, was perceived m ore favorably than the other three
cities. For seven cognitive variables, three affective variables, overall image, and two
behavioral intentions variables, Nashville received the highest mean scores. Across the
twenty-seven variables tested, Nashville was found to be perceived more similarly to
Indianapolis for six cognitive variables-Convenient Location, Support o f CVB, Service
Quality o f Convention Facilities, Affordability o f Local Restaurants, Cost o f Air and
Ground Transportation, and Variety o f Shopping Facilities. Indianapolis was rated the
highest for ten cognitive variables, mostly accommodation and meeting-related variables,
but the city was rated the lowest for all four affective variables. On eight cognitive
variables measured, Charlotte was not significantly different from Indianapolis and was
perceived as the highest for the affective variable o f Relaxing/Distressing. As opposed to
Nashville, San Jose was perceived less favorably than the other three convention cities
for the majority o f the twenty-seven variables tested. The city was rated the highest for
the only one cognitive variable. Ease o f Local Transportation. San Jose was revealed to
have no significant differences from Charlotte on six cognitive variables and three
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affective variables. On overall image and behavioral intentions variable comparisons
across all o f the four convention cities, no significant differences were found among
Indianapolis, Charlotte, and San Jose, but Nashville was perceived more positively than
the other three destinations.

Reliability Assessment
The findings o f this study showed that qualitative (open-ended) responses and
quantitative responses were mostly consistent, which enhanced the reliability o f the
responses. The reliability o f multi-item measures (affect and behavioral intentions) was
checked by Cronbach’s alpha (Carmines & Zeller, 1979). A reliability score greater than
0.70 indicates a good reliability. The reliability scores for affective evaluations were 0.89
for Indianapolis, 0.85 for Nashville, 0.83 for Charlotte, and 0.86 for San Jose. The
reliability scores for behavioral intentions were 0.84 for Indianapolis, 0.75 for Nashville,
0.75 for Charlotte, and 0.76 for San Jose.
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Table 19

Summary o f Hypotheses Testing
Hypothesis
Hypothesis 1

The meeting planners who have previous experiences
(held conventions or visitation) with a Second-Tier

Result

Not
supported

convention destination have different perceptions from
those with no previous experiences with that convention
destination.

Hypothesis 2

The meeting planners who have previous experiences with
previous experiences with a Second-Tier convention

Not
supported

destination have different behavioral intentions from those
with no previous experiences with that convention
destination.

Hypothesis 3

The association meeting planners’ images o f the Second-

Supported

Tier convention destinations are different (At least, one
Second- Tier convention destination’s image is different).

Hypothesis 4

The association meeting planners’ behavioral intentions
for the Second-Tier convention destinations are different.
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Supported

CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter discusses the findings o f the study, the marketing implications o f
study, the limitations o f the study, and finally makes recommendations for future research.

Summary o f Findings
The purpose o f this study was to examine and compare the association meeting
planners’ perceptions and behavioral intentions for four selected Second-Tier convention
destinations-Indianapolis, Nashville, Charlotte, and San Jose, using a combination o f
qualitative (unstructured) and quantitative (structured) approaches. In addition, this study
uncovered perceived strengths and weaknesses o f each city as a convention destination
by comparing the four convention cities on conceptual components o f destination image
(cognitive, affective, and overall image) held by the association meeting planners and
their behavioral intentions
A total o f four research hypotheses were established and tested. First, Hypothesis
1 was tested to determine whether there were perceptual differences for each o f the four
Second-Tier convention cities between association meeting planners who had a previous
experience with the destinations and those who did not. Although there were differences
in the overall image for the four convention cities, the t-test results indicated that there
were no significant differences in perceptions (cognitive, affective) between association
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meeting planners who had a previous experience and those who did not. Next,
Hypothesis 2 was tested to examine whether there were differences in behavioral
intentions (i.e. recommendation or future consideration) for each o f the four Second-Tier
convention cities between association meeting planners who had a previous experience
with the destinations and those who did not. The results showed that there were no
significant differences in behavioral intentions between the two groups.
The results o f Hypotheses 1 and 2 in this study did not support previous research
addressing the influence o f previous experiences on image and perceptions o f a
destination. However, Baloglu & Love’s study (2005) found similar results to the present
study. They examined whether there were any differences in perceptions and behavioral
intentions between association meeting planners who had a previous experience and
those who did not for five major U.S. convention cities.
The test on Hypothesis 3 was performed to compare the association meeting
planners’ perceptions (cognitive, affective, and overall) for the four Second-Tier
convention destinations and verify whether there were any significant differences among
the convention cities. The GLM repeated measures analysis with Bonferroni multiple
comparison tests showed that there were significant differences in cognitive (except the
Safety and security variable), affective perceptions and overall image for the four
Second-Tier convention destinations. It was verified that at least one pair o f Second-Tier
convention destinations’ image were different. The findings from the result o f Hypothesis
3 revealed the position o f each Second-Tier convention destination relative to its
competitors, and provided perceived strengths and weaknesses o f each convention city.
Indianapolis was perceived more positively than the other three Second-Tier convention
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cities for hotel and meeting-related variables such as Hotel Room Rates, Convention
Facilities, Proximity o f Hotel Rooms to M eeting Facilities, etc. However, the city
received the lowest mean scores for the variable Variety o f Entertainment and Recreation
Opportunities, as well as all affective variables. Indianapolis was perceived similar to
Nashville for six cognitive variables.
Respondents perceived Nashville as the most favored destination among the four
convention cities based on the total evaluations o f cognitive, affective, and overall
perceptions. The city was rated the highest for Number o f Hotel Rooms, Variety o f Local
Attractions, City Reputation, and Variety o f Entertainment and Recreation, etc. But, it
was perceived to be less competitive for the variable Flexibility in Negotiation,
Affordability o f Convention Center space, and Ease o f Local Transportation.
Nevertheless, Nashville received the highest rating for overall image.
Charlotte was ranked third for almost half o f cognitive variables (nine cognitive
variables) and the city was viewed the as the most relaxing destination among the four
convention cities. However, the city was rated the lowest for the variables Variety o f
Local Attractions, Proximity o f Hotels to M eeting Facilities, Service Quality o f
Convention Facilities, and Variety o f Shopping Facilities. Charlotte was perceived to be
similar to Indianapolis for eight cognitive variables.
San Jose was perceived less favorably compared to the other three cities. This
result may be due to relatively lower familiarity o f the city to the respondents than the
other three convention destinations. San Jose was rated the highest for the variable Ease
o f Local Transportation and the second highest for the variables Variety o f Local
Attractions, Proximity o f Hotels to Meeting Facilities, and Variety o f Entertainment &
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Recreation. For two affective variables, Arousing/Sleepy and Exciting/Gloomy, the city
was rated the second highest after Nashville.
Lastly, Hypothesis 4 was tested to investigate whether there were differences in
behavioral intentions o f association meeting planners for the four Second-Tier convention
destinations. The results showed that there were significant differences in behavioral
intentions for the four convention cities, which indicated that at least one pair o f SecondTier convention destinations were different. The findings from the result o f Hypothesis 4
revealed that the association meeting planners evaluated Nashville more positively than
the other three convention destinations in terms o f Recommendation to other meeting
planners and Consideration for future conventions.
The results o f the structured (quantitative) evaluations in this study were also
elaborated and confirmed by the answers o f the open-ended (qualitative) questions about
each convention destination. The qualitative responses provided further clarification and
support for the quantitative perceptions and behavioral intentions o f the association
meeting planners. For instance, Indianapolis received the highest ratings for
accommodation and convention facility related attributes. In open-ended responses for
Indianapolis, respondents mentioned words and images such as “Good convention
center”, “RCA Dome”, “Hotels attached to convention center”, “Skywalk”, “Nice
convention downtown”, and so on. In addition, respondents identified Indianapolis with
“Boring, Dull, Bland, Behind the times. Concrete, Dingy, Dirty, and Isolated” city and
described it as a “Cold and Harsh winter” destination, which explained the lowest ratings
for affective evaluation. In another example o f consistent responses for structured (scale
based) and unstructured (open-ended) questions, respondents described Charlotte with
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words or images such as “Beautiful countryside”, “Quaint, Cute, Pretty”, “Carolinas”,
“Green”, “G o lf’. Affective evaluation showed that Charlotte was the most relaxing
destination among the four convention cities. Still another example for consistency o f
quantitative and qualitative responses showed that similar words or images given by
respondents in open-ended responses were also found in the set o f cognitive or affective
variables.
This study attempted to identify important site selection criteria for Second-Tier
convention destinations. Among twenty site selection criteria, respondents rated the
following attributes (Mean score was higher than 4.00) more importantly than the other
factors: Availability o f Meeting Rooms for Required Date (4.66), Convenient Location
for Members (4.27), Flexibility in Negotiation (4.21), Affordable Hotel Room Rates
(4.19), Affordability o f Convention Space (4.17), Proximity o f Hotels to Meeting
Facilities (4.15), Safety and Security (4.11), and Number of Hotel Rooms (4.03). The
findings from these results indicated that the association meeting planners considered
convention-related factors such as availability, affordability, and accessibility o f
destination more important than tourism-related factors such as Variety o f local attraction.
Variety o f local restaurants, and Variety o f shopping facilities in selecting a site for their
meetings and conventions. Most o f these attributes were found as important criteria o f
site selection in previous studies (Baloglu & Love, 2003; Choi & Boger, 2000; Fortin,
Ritchie & Arsenault, 1976; Kim, W & Kim, H., 2003; Nelson & Rys, 2000; Oppermann,
1996a). Further, the respondents evaluated the following criteria (Mean was lower than
3.00) least importantly: Support o f CVB (2.92), Affordability o f local restaurants (2.88),
Variety o f entertainment & recreation (2.86), and Variety o f shopping facilities (2.36).
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The findings o f this study were able to support the previous study o f Echtner and Ritchie
(1993). The authors argued that in order to fully capture all components o f image, a
combination o f qualitative and quantitative methods must be employed. The present
study used a mixture o f quantitative (structured) and qualitative (unstructured) questions
to examine a more accurate image o f each o f the Second-Tier convention destinations. In
a previous convention destination study, Baloglu & Love (2005) used a similar
methodology to the present study when they compared association meeting planners’
perceptions and intentions o f major five convention cities: Las Vegas, Chicago, Dallas,
Atlanta, and Orlando.

Implications o f Study
This study has both practical and conceptual implications. The study uncovered
the perceived strengths and weaknesses o f each o f the four Second-Tier convention
destinations. These results would be beneficial to the local governments and Convention
Visitor Bureaus (CVBs) o f the Second-Tier cities to better understand how they were
perceived by association meeting planners, who play an influential role in site selection
process. Since the results were compared across the four convention cities, the findings o f
the study provided relative image o f each city to its competitors. Thus, CVBs o f each
convention destination can see how their destination image is different or similar to the
other convention cities. Destination marketers o f each city can utilize the findings o f the
cognitive, affective, overall image, behavioral intentions questions coupled with the
qualitative perceptions in target marketing, market positioning strategy, city promotion.
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and bid presentations, to emphasize their destination’s strengths while improving their
weaknesses.
“In effective positioning strategy, the differentiated positive images should be
important to the target market” (Baloglu & Love, 2005, p9). Therefore, destination
marketers should highlight the positive perceptions, which are relatively more important
site selection criteria. For example, Indianapolis should emphasize its convention
facilities and the proximity o f hotels to the convention center to association meeting
planners since the city was differentiated on these perceptions from the other convention
cities and these variables were pointed as more important site selection criteria.
In an attempt o f developing more effective marketing plan to promote the
destinations to their target customers, the Second-Tier convention cities should compare
what they are offering (supply-side image) and what their customers are demanding
(demand-side image) in order to examine whether any discrepancies exist. If any
discrepancies were found between the supplied offerings and the demanded offerings, the
destinations should determine whether the gaps were related to their market positioning
strategy, communication, or product development strategy, and then take appropriate
measures to improve these discrepancies. For instance, Nashville was rated low in terms
o f Flexibility in Negotiation. The survey respondents perceived Nashville was less
flexible in negotiation compared to what they expected and viewed it as being one o f the
weak areas. Since Flexibility in Negotiation was considered as one o f the important site
selection criteria, the destination marketers, the convention center and hotel managers
should review their meetings and convention contracts and rental policy and revise them
to be more flexible. As another example, San Jose was rated the most unfamiliar
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destination. The CVB o f the city should re-evaluate its communication and marketing
promotion activities, and develop more effective marketing strategy to promote the
destination to their target customers.
The findings o f the qualitative perceptions may provide some unique image o f the
cities that could be marketable as unique selling points in destination marketing
campaigns. The results o f this research are also helpful to the association meeting
planners in terms o f revealing industry peers’ opinions o f important site selection criteria
for Second-Tier cities.
In addition to the practical marketing implications, methodologically, this study
demonstrated that both quantitative and qualitative perceptions should be investigated to
get a more accurate image o f each convention destination. While the quantitative
evaluation o f perceptions and intentions provided comparison o f image o f the convention
cities by convenient rating scale, the qualitative perceptions were able to offer an
enhanced explanation for the motive behind the ratings o f each variable. Also, the
qualitative responses revealed unique perceptions that could not be captured by the
quantitative set o f attributes used in the study.

Limitations o f the study
This study has some limitations. The major limitation o f this study is pertinent to
selection o f Second-Tier convention destinations. Definitions for Second-Tier convention
destination are subjective. It was hard to find an objective and well-explained list o f
convention markets since no distinct lines exist to distinguish convention destination tier
markets. The selected cities for this research were top four Second-Tier convention
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destinations as perceived by PCMA member association meeting planners. However,
different parties-convention destination marketers, other association meeting planners,
corporate meeting planners, and business travelers could define the cities differently.
Thus, future research to distinguish convention destination tier markets is essential and it
should identify well-rounded criteria to define the destination market tier for meetings
and convention.
Another major limitation o f this research concerns the selection o f the sample. This
study employed the non-probability convenience sampling. Although it would be ideal to
obtain a representative sample, it is not feasible owing to many constraints including the
financial constraints and time. Therefore, projecting the results o f the study beyond the
study sample would be inappropriate.
Still another limitation o f this study is associated with measuring the respondents’
familiarity with each convention city. This study combined the cases o f “visiting” and
“holding conventions” and treated them as the same previous experiences with each
convention destination. However, without knowing the purposes o f the visitations, it may
not be valid to combine the two occasions since the respondents could visit the cities for
other reasons than meetings or conventions.

Future Research
This study has been a limited attempt to investigate the perceptions and the image
of the four Second-Tier convention destinations. Future research can replicate this study
with other convention markets. The present study examined Second-Tier convention
destination image as perceived by association meeting planners. Further research o f
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convention destination image can be conducted on different sample, such as corporate
meeting planners, government meeting planners, tradeshow organizer, and convention
attendees. The majority o f the respondents in this study worked for larger associations.
Another option for future research can focus on smaller associations like state, local,
regional. Since different size and characteristics o f associations can have different
perspectives in site selection, destination image and perceptions may vary. In addition,
future research should explore the key destination criteria in order to identify convention
tier market because the definition o f convention markets were subjective and various.
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APPENDIX I

THE PILOT SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
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Pilot Survey
“ Second-tier” Destinations for M eetings and Conventions
Please review following five open-ended questions and provide your opinions.
1.

What are the characteristics of destinations to be considered as “Second-Tier” for
holding meetings and conventions?

2.

Please list five cities that, in your opinion, may fall into “Second-Tier” destinations for
meetings and conventions.

3.

What are the advantages of holding meetings and conventions in “Second-tier’
destinations?
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What are the disadvantages o f holding meetings and conventions in “Second-Tier”
destinations?

5. What criteria are most important in selecting destinations for meetings and conventions
among “Second-Tier” cities?

I f you have any comments regarding second-tier destinations or the above
please write below.

su rv e y

questions,

Thank you very m uch for your participation!
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APPENDIX II

THE ON-LINE SURVEY QUESTIONNARIE & COVER LETTER
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HELP C H A R ITY O R G A N IZ A T IO N S:
Your p a r tic ip a tio n in t h is r e s e a r c h w ill h e lp c h a r ity o r g a n iz a t io n s in t h e U .S .A . T h e
r e s e a r c h e r s w ill m a k e o n e - d o lla r d o n a t io n t o f o llo w in g t h r e e c h a r itie s p e r y o u r
c o m p le t e d s u r v e y r e s p o n s e . P l e a s e m a k e y o u r s e l e c t i o n a t t h e e n d o f t h e s u r v e y .
-A c tio n A g a in s t H u n g e r U S A
-A m e r ic a n B r e a s t C a n c e r F o u n d a tio n
-A m erican F o u n d a t io n fo r D is a b le d C h ild r e n
T h an k y o u f o r y o u r t im e a n d c o o p e r a t io n !

In o r d e r t o s ta r t, p l e a s e c h e c k t h e b e lo w b o x f o r y o u r c o n s e n t to p a r tic ip a tin g in
t h is s t u d y a n d c lic k N EX T
: I HAVE R E A D TH E A B O V E IN FO R M A TIO N A N D A G R E E T O PA RTIC IPATE IN
TH IS S T U D Y . I AM A T L E A ST 2 3 Y E A R S O F A G E
N ex t »

http://w w w .su rv cy m o n k ey .eo m /T lsers/6 6 5 2 8 8 7 6 /S u rv ey s/3 6 4 8 6 1 2 1 9 8 6 0 /A C C 0 2 C 4 2 -2 E ..,
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S econ d -T ier C on ven tion D estin a tio n s
V erifica tio n
* Are y o u in v o lv e d in a n y c a p a c ity w ith s it e - s e le c t io n an d / o r p la n n in g fo r y o u r

a s s o c ia t io n ’s m e e tin g s a n d c o n v e n t io n s ?
_ Y es
No
<<_Prev

N ext »

http://www.surveyraonkey.eom /Uscrs/66528876/Surveys/364861219S60/265CD 70C-326...
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S eco n d -T ier C o n v e n tio n D e stin a tio n s
1. IMPORTANCE OF SECOND-TIER DESTINATION SELECTION CRITERIA
' P lease rate the im portance level of each attribute w hen you are considering a destination am ong
"second-tier" cities for your a sso c iatio n 's convention.
1-Slightly Im portant
2-Moderately Important
3-lmportant
4-Very Im portant
5-Extremely Im portant
1

2

Affordable hotel room rates

4

.J

Convenient location for m em bers

a

Number of hotel room s

-V

Capacity of convention facilities

3

5
■

V

/

Variety of local restaurants
Support of CVB (sponsorship)

Variety of local attractions

•

V

■ -y

V

..J

City reputation
Safety and security

.

Flexibility in negotiation
Effectiveness of destination

marketing
Affordability of convention space
(including m eeting & exhibit space)

'id .

Proximity of hotels to meeting
facilities
Service quality of convention
facilities(including catering services)

-

Variety of entertainment & recreation
(golf, spa) opportunities

...2

Affordability of local restaurants
Cost of transportation (air & ground)

,2

Availability of meeting rooms for
required date
Variety of shopping facilities

-J

E ase of local transportation

a

N ext »

« P rey

hilp:/.''www.survcyiT)onkey.coni/Users/66528876/Surveys/36486!219860/E2F40D9D-A5.,,
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S ec o n d -T ie r C o n v en tio n D e stin a tio n s
2.

EXPERIENCE & FAMILIARITY
P le a s e in d ic a te y o u r fam iliarity w ith t h e f o llo w in g d e s t in a tio n s .
1 -N e ith e r h e ld c o n v e n t io n s N or v is ite d
2 -H a v e N o t h e ld c o n v e n t io n s B u t v is ite d o n c e
3 -H a v e N o t h e ld c o n v e n t io n s B u t v is ite d m o r e th a n o n c e
4 -H a v e h e ld c o n v e n t io n s A n d v is ite d o n c e
5 -H a v e h e ld c o n v e n t io n s A n d v is ite d m o r e th a n o n c e
1

Indianapolis

2

3

4

5

,-2

Nashville

C harlotte

V

San J o se

4%#

«

P rey

N ext »

http://vv\vw .sur\'cym onkey.com /U sers/66528876/Surveys/364861219860/80E310SA -98C ...
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S econ d -T ier C on ven tion D e stin a tio n s
3.

PERCEPTIONS
W h at im a g e s o r c h a r a c te r is tic s c o m e t o y o u r m in d w h e n y o u th in k o f fo llo w in g
d e s t in a tio n s a s an a s s o c ia t io n 's c o n v e n t io n d e s tin a tio n (e v e n fo r t h o s e
d e s t in a tio n s in w h ic h y o u d id n o t h o ld a c o n v e n t io n ) ?
P le a s e lis t u p to th r ee .
TIP: U s e " Tab" k e y to m o v e b o x to b o x fo r e a c h d e stin a tio n .

In d ia n a p o lis

N a sh v ille

(1)

(1) I

(2)T

(3) I

(2 ) [

........

y

(3) I

'

San J o se

C h a r lo tte

(1) r "

!

(2) I

(3)F
«

Prev

N ext »

http:.'7\v\vw.surveym onkey.com /U sers/66528876/Surveys/364861219860M EA FD 364-F6...
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S e c o n d -T ie r C o n v e n tio n D e s tin a tio n s
4.

PERFORMANCE

L isted below are sortie a ttrib u te s th a t d eterm ine th e quality of an a s so c ia tio n co n v en tio n /m ee tin g s
e x p e rie n c e a t a d estin atio n . U sing th e sc a le below , w here "1" m e a n s "Poor" a n d "5” m ea n s "Excellent
p le a se e v alu ate e a c h d e stin a tio n a s an a sso c ia tio n co n v en tio n d e stin a tio n for e a c h item th a t b e s t
re fle cts y our perception.
PLEASE RATE EACH DESTINATION NO MATTER IF YOU HELD YOUR ASSOCIATION'S CONVENTION
OR NOT!
1-Poor
2-Falr
3-Good
4-Very G ood
5-E xcellent
X-Don’t Know
: U se "Tab" key to m ove city to city for e a c h attrib u te a n d click eac h d ro p dow n box fo r selectio n or
sim ply type y our c h o ic e in e a c h box.
Indianapolis Nashville C harlotte S an Jo s
-Affordable hotel room ra te s j

g j

r 3

-C onvenient location for m e m b e rs
-N um ber of hotel room s |

^

r 3

-C apacity of convention facilities j

^

r 3

-Variety of local re sta u ra n ts f

^

1

1

T'l

r a

r s

1 Zi
r3

f

r a

r 3

r a

3

-S upport of CVB (sp o n so rsh ip ) j

r a

-Variety of local a ttractio n s j

n a

!

^

r 3

r a

r 3

_rj

r 3

r 3

r 3

r 3

r 3

-City reputation j
-Safety an d security j
-Flexibility in negotiation j
-E ffectiveness of destination m arketing j

y-j

r a

-Proximity of hotels to m eeting facilities

F 3

-S ervice quality of convention facilitles(including catering se rv ic e s) j
Jf|

-Affordability of local re sta u ra n ts j

T3

r 3

[ 3

1 .zJ

r ii

i J

-C o st of transportation (air & ground) j
-Availability of m eeting room s for required d a te j

r"3

r 3

na

-Affordability of convention space(including m eeting & exhibit s p a c e ) ["

-Variety of en tertain m en t & recreation (golf, sp a ) opportunities ]

r 3
-zJ

r3
P3
1 ::t
i d
1 3

3

F 3

r s

F 3

-Variety of shopping facilities j

-j

r s

r 3

13

-E a s e of local tran sp o rtatio n j

j-j

rs

<< P rey

1 3

N e x t >>

hltp:/7ww w .suiveym onkcy .convU sers/66528876/Surveys/364861219860/760215A E -6 1C...
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E x jU h is su ry e y _ > >

I
S e c o n d -T te i C o n v e n t io n D e s t in a tio n s
5.

YOUR FEELINGS

* B e lo w is a list of s c a le s th a t c a n b e u s e d to d e s c rib e y o u r fe elin g s to w ard p la c e s. P le a se e v alu ate
e a c h d e stin a tio n a s a n a s s o c ia tio n 's c o n v e n tio n d e stin a tio n o n e a c h w o rd s e t by ch ec k in g th e

a p p ro p ria te box.
(5-1) U n p le a a n t/ P le a s a n t
1

2

U n p le a sa n t

3

5

4

6

7
P le a s a n t

Indianapolis

Nashville

à

a

à

C harlotte

San Jo se

"Ü0-.

a

(5-2) S le e p y 1 A ro u sin g
1 S le e p y

Indianapolis

2

3

4

m

a !.

5

6

7
A rousing

-A

Nashville

.

-

7^

Charlotte

.J

San J o s e

' (5-3) D istre ssin g / R elaxing
1
D istressing

2

4

3

5

6

7
R elaxing

Indianapolis

J

Nashville

. . 'J

C harlotte

'.r-yk*

lia
...y

San Jo se

w

-

(5-4) G loom y / E xciting
1 G loom y

Indianapolis

2

3

4

5

6

7 Exciting

..y

Nashville
C harlotte

.k:j[
:

..V

S a n Jo se

3

a

«

P re v

N ext »

http://www.surveymonkey.eom/Users/66528876./Surveys/36486121986Ü/82T1A 7 13-B B 2... 11 /20/2005
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^

ExlUbi5.@tjmay_>>

_________-*-J f
Second-Tier Convention Destinations
6.

YOUR OVERALL IMAGE & INTENTIONS

* (6-1) P le a s e c h e c k th e box th a t b e s t d e s c rib e YOUR OVERALL PERCEPTION o f e a c h d e s tin a tio n a s
a n a s s o c ia tio n c o n v e n tio n d e s tin a tio n .
1 Very
Poor
Indianapolis

2
4

3
4

.J

4
4

^

Nashville

5

6

0

0

^
Excellent

.J

#

.

Charlotte

#

' #

.J

.J

S an Jo s e

' (6-2) P le a s e in d ic a te how likely y o u w ould re c o m m e n d e a c h d e stin a tio n to y o u r a s s o c i a t e s if a sk e d
for a d v ic e ?

^
Indianapolis
Nashville

^

y

-V

^

T

.J

#
...

iëf-

* (6-3)

How likely w ould you c o n s id e r follow ing d e s tin a tio n s fo r y o u r
CONVENTION?
1
Definitely
Not
Indianapolis

Nashville

Rjc^ZZndLd

- ,.,7

Charlotte
San Jo s e

^

2

4

3

FUTURE ASSOCIATION’S

5

6

7
Definitely
Will

..A

-V
w

. '. J

#

C harlotte

.vi

S an Jo se

'<2»
«

P rev

J

N ext »

httt.K //vv\vw .survevnionkey.corn/lJsers/66528876/Surveys,-'36486121986Ü/DF7.5C640-C9...
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E x it t h i s s u r v e y

»

Second-Tier Convention Destinations
7. ABOUT YOU & YOUR ASSOCIATION

(7-1) Y our a g e ( P l e a s e c h e c k o n e )

25 or below

26-34

35-44

4 5 -5 4

55 o r a b o v e

V
* (7-2) G e n d e r (P le a s e c h e c k o ne)
M ale

F e m a le

* (7-3) E d u c a tio n (P le a s e c h e c k one)
,/ High S ch o o l or le s s
V ocational / T ech n ical S ch o o l

J S o m e C ollege
C o lle g e D e g re e
G r a d u a te D e g re e

* (7-4) Y e a rs of e x p e rie n c e in c o n v e n tio n m a n a g e m e n t.
PLEA SE TYPE THE NUMBER OF YEAR(S) IN THE BOX

i—

(7-5) P ro fe s s io n a l C ertificatio n (P le a s e C h e ck all th a t apply)
CMP
r"

CAE

i"

CTSM

/

O th e rs ( p le a s e specify)

«

P rev

Next »

htto;/7w vv\v.survevm onkev.ccrii/U sers-'6652S876/Surv6Y s/3648612198 6 0 /A 0 5 5 9 0 0 A -1 72...
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/

ExIUhkJumaiy >>

k/
S e c o n d -T ie r C o n v e n tio n D e s t in a tio n s
7. ABOUT YOU & YOUR ASSOCIATION

* (7-6) P le a s e c h e c k all th a t a p p ly for key inform ation s o u r c e s In se lec tin g a d e stin a tio n fo r an
a n n u a l m eetin g :
'

Previous experience

t

Memtter Input

(

M eeting p ro fessio n al p e e r reco m m en d atio n

i

D estination advertising

!

o th e r s (p le a se specify)

73
.È
* (7-7) S ta te of re sid e n c e (P le a se sp e c ify In th e below box)

' (7-8) T ype of a sso c ia tio n (P le a se c h e c k one)
J

Professional
E ducational

Trade
...J Social
Military
Religious
Fraternal
y O ther (p le a s e specify)

i
'

(7-9) A p proxim ate total a sso c ia tio n m e m b e rs h ip (P le ase sp e c ify in the below box)

' (7-10) ) S c o p e of m e m b e rsh ip (P le ase c h e c k one)
N ational

International

R egional

S ta te

Local

' (7-11) A verage n u m b e r of an n u al c o n v e n tio n a tte n d e e s (P le a se sp ecify in th e below box)

http:/Av\vw.sutA 'eyinonkey.corn/Users/66528876/Surveys/364861219860/1D 368621-55A...
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• (7-12) A pproxim ate operating budget for an annual convention (P lease specify with US$ in the
b e lo w box)

' (7-13) Policies of your association for m eeting site selection (Please check one)
^ Always in the sam e location
Systematic rotation
Attempt to visit different destinations

j Otfiers (please specify)

« P rev

N ex t »

.h ttp://vvvvw.siirveynioiikcy.coni/Users/6652S876/Surveys/364861219860/1 D568621-55A...
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S econ d -T ier C on ven tion D e stin a tio n s
8. HELP F O R CHARITY ORGANIZATIONS

YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS ST U D Y WILL HELP FOLLOWING CHARITY
O R G A N IZA TIO N S IN THE U .S .A .
The r e s e a r c h e r s w ill m a k e o n e -d o lla r d o n a tio n to t h e s e c h a r itie s p er y o u r

c o m p le t e d s u r v e y r e s p o n s e . P le a s e s e le c t o n e!
Action Against Hunger USA
American Breast Cancer Foundation
American Foundation for Disabled Children
Other (please specify)

«

Prev

Ne x t »

http:.//www.surveymonkey.coni/Uscr&'66528876/Surveys/36486l219860/98C187E9-020...
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,

.

S e c o n d -T ie r C o n v e n tio n D e s tin a tio n s
END OF SURVEY

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE WITH THIS SURVEY!

«

P rev

D one »

!ittp;/Av\vw.surveymonkey.cotTi/Users/66528876/Surveys/3648612l9860/CE7543EA-CD..,
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W llltlM r. MARRAH e O lK S I Bf

HliilriinidinHiiuH
A ugust I i , 2005

Carlmiclle Hemphill

3509 Silver ParkDr Ste 402
Suitland MD20746

Dear Carlmieile:
Hello and Thankyou for helping my research project in advance!
My name is Min-Sun and 1 am a M aster's Candidate o f Hotel Administration at the University o f Nevada
Las Vegas (UNLV). 1 am currently studying Destination Images of Second-Tier Convention Cities for
my Master's Thesis.
I urgently need your help to complete part of my degree requirements in order to graduate.
The purpose o f this study is to identi ty important site-selection criteria for Second-Tier Convention
Destinations. Also, this research aims to examine images o f selected four convention cities as perceived
by Association Meeting Planners in the United States.
There may be no direct benefits to you as a participant in this study. However, we hope to uncover
valuable information of important site selection criteria for Second-Tier Convention Destinations. In
addition, the findings o f this study will help the selected cities more effectively promote themselves with
appropriate features and benefits as destinations for association meetings and conventions. Also the
results o f the research will reveal the industry peers’ opinions about Second-Tier ConventionDestinations.
This study considers only .Association Meeting Planners’ opinions, so your participation is very
important for the success o f this research. Thé survey questionnaire is four-page length with seven
question sections. The majority o f the questions can be answered by simply checking a box.
Y our participation in this study will help three charity organizations in the U.S.A. The researchers
will make one-dollar donation to the charities per your completed survey response.
Please return your survey by September 7 in the enclosed postage-paid envelope. You can also participate
in this survey on the website. Please visit at http://www'.survevmonkev.com/s.asp?u=364861219860
A summary o f the survey results will be sent to you via email upon request.
Please contact me at second-tier@myway.com
if you have any questions or comments regarding this study, please contact me or my thesis chair, Dr
Seyhmus Baloglu. THANKYOUFORYOURTIMEANDCONSIDERATION!
Sincerely,

Min-Sun Park
M a ste r’s C an d id ate in H otel Administration
(702) 302-3893
Parkni3@lualv.nevada.edu

S eyhm us Baloglu, Ph.D .
A ssistant D ean fo r Research.
(702) 895-3932
balogi u @ ccm ai I.nevad a.ed u
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Survey: Positioning Analysis of Second-Tier Convention Destinations
As Perceived by Association Meeting Planners in the U.S.
1. IMPORTANCE OF SECOND-TIER DESTINATION SELECTION CRITERIA
Please rate the importance level o l each attribute when you arc considering a destination an io n a second-tier cities
A ttributes
AtTordabIc Itolcl loom rates

SliEbtly
Im portant

M oderately
Im portant

Im portant

Very
Im portant

Extrem ely
Im portant

ID

20

30

40

50

Com-enieni location for members

ID

20

30

40

50

Number of hotel rooms

ID

20

30

40

50

Capacity of convention facilities

ID

20

30

40

SO

Vat let) o f local restaurante

ID

20

30

40

50

Support of CVB t sponsorship)

ID

20

30

40

50

Variety oi local attractions

ID

20

30

40

50

Ciiy reputation

ID

20

30

40

50

Sufety and security

ID

20

30

40

50

flexibility in negotiation

ID

20

30

40

50

Efteciiveticss o f destination marketing

ID

20

30

40

50

Affordability of convention space
(including meeting & exhibit space)
1 Pioxiiiiitv of hotels to meeting facilities

ID

20

30

40

50

to

20

30

40

50

Service qualitv of convention facilities
1 (including catenng services)
Variety ol entertainment & itcreation (golf,
spa) oppoiiumites
Affordability o f local restaurants

ID

20

30

40

50

ID

20

30

40

50

ID

20

30

40

50
50

Cost o f transportation (air & ground)

ID

20

30

40

Availability o f meeting rooms .tor required date

ID

20

30

40

50

Variety o f shopping facilities

ID

20

30

40

50

Ease of local transportation

ID

20

30

40

SD

2. PERCEPTIONS
What im ages o r c h ara cte ristics come to your mind when you think of following destniations as an association’s
convention destination (even fo r those d estinations in w hich you did not hold a convention)?
Please list up to three.
Nashville

In d ian ap o lis
2.
3.

2.
.2.

San Jose

C h a rlo tte
1.
2.
3.

1.
1
;i.
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3.

EXPERIENCE & FAMILIARITY

Please indicate your fam iliarity o f the follow ing destinations.
.Experience & lam iliaritv
Neither held conventions Nor visited

Indianapolis

Nashville

C harlotte

lO

lU

to

ID ".

20

20

20

20

Have not held conventions But visited once
■Have not held conventions But visited more than once

San .lose

30

30

30

Held conventions And visited once

40

40

40

40

Held conventions And visited tnore than once

50

50

■50

50

4.

'

30
...

PERFORMANCE

Listed below are some attributes that determine the quality of an association convention/meetings experience at a
destination. Using the scale below, where "1 means “Poor” and “5” means "Excellent", please evaluate each destination as
an association convention destination for each item that best reflects your perception. Please ra te each destination No
m atter if you held vour a.ssociatioii’s convention o r not.
1
Poor

2
Fair

3
Good

A ttrib u tes
Affordable hotel room rates .
Convenient location for members
Number o f hotel rooms
.
Capacity of convention facilities
Vanety o f local restaurants
Support o f C.VB (sponsorship)
Variety of local attractions
City reputation
Safety and security
Mexibihtv m negotiation
Effectiveness o f destination marketing
Affordability o f convention space
(including meeting & exhibit space)
Proxiimt) o f hotels to meeting faciimes
Service quality ol convention facilities
(including catering services)
Variety o f entertamment & recreation (golf, spa)
opportunities
Affordability o f local restaurants
Cost o f transportation (air & ground)
Avai lability o f meeting rooms for required date
V arictvof shopping facilities
Ease of local transportation

5.

4
Very good
: Indianapolis
|
i
|
i
j
i
j
i
!

5
Excellent

Don’t know

Nashville

C h arlo tte

San Jose
!

-

•

■

------------- 1

-

1
i
1
1

.

---------

!
!
!

|
;
j
|
1

j

i

■ •

■■■■■■■

'1

'■■■■■■'■■

YOlfR FEELINGS

.Below IS a list of scales that can be used to describe your feelings toward places. Please evaluate each destination as an
association's convention destination on each word set by checking the appropriate box.
Destinations
Indhmapohs

iJiipleasant

Nashville
Charlotte
San Jose

■ ■

Pleasant
60

7.0

to

20

30

40

50 .

lO

20

30

40

50

60

70
70 '
70

VO
to

.

20

30

40

SO

60

20

30

40

50

60
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D estinations
Indianapolt.s

A rotising

Sleepy
JO

20

30

40

50

60

70

Nashville

to

20

30

40

50

60

70

Charlotte

lO

20

30

40

50

60

70

San Jose

in

20

30

40

50

60

70

D estinations
Indianapolis

R elaxing

D istressing
ID

20

30

40

50

60

70

Nashville

lO

20

30

40

50

60

70

C harkm e

lO

20

30

40

50

60

70

San Jose

lO

. 30

40

50

60

70

D estinations
Indianapolis

20

E xciting

Gloom y
lO

20

30

40

SO

60

70

Nashville

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

Charlotte

lO

20

30

40

50

60

70

50

60

70

San Jose

6.

20

ID

30

40

YOUR O V ERA LL IM AGE AND INTENTIONS

(6-1 ) Please check the box that best describe v o u r overall p e rce n t ion o f each destination as an association
convention desim aiion.
E xcellent
V ery P o o r
D estinations
W ia n ap o lis
5
0
6
0
70
30
40
m
20
Nashville
40
50
60
70
30
1C
20
(.hatlnite

ID

S.in Josv

20

in

2 0

30

40

SO

60

70

30

40

50

60

70

(6-2) Please indicate how likely you would recom m end each destination to your associates it'asked for advii
D efinitely
N ot recom m ended
D estinations
recom m ended
at all
Indianapolis
20
30
40
50
60
70
10
Nashville

ID

20

30

40

50

60

70

Charlotte

lO

20

30

40

50

60

70

lO

20

30

40

50

60

70

San Jose

(6-3) How likeiv w ould yon consider following destinations for yom fu tu re a ssodaliu ii's cuiiventhii'!
Definitely not
D efinitely will
DesliiMtKins
Indian ipolis
50
60
70
20
30
40
lO
Nashville
40
SO
60
70
20
30
ID

7

Charlotte

10

20

30

40

so

60

70

San Jose

lO

20

30

40

50

60

.70

A BO UT YOU AND YOUR ASSOCIATIO N

(1) Y o n ra g e (P le a st: check one):

D 25 or below

D 26-34

O 55 or above

0 35-440 45-54
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(2) G endcr(P lea« check one): O M ale

O Female

(3) Education (Mease chock one):

(4) Years ofeiperience in convention management:__________ veads)

O High School or less
O Vocational/Technical school

(5) I’rotessional certification (Please check all that apply)

a Some College

O CMP

O College degree

O Others (Please specify):

O CAE

O CTSM

U Ciraouate uegrce
(6) Please check o// rAar nppO' for key information source in selecting a destination for an annual meeting:
□ Previous experience

□ Member input

Q Destination advertising

O Meeting professional peer recommendation

O Others (Please specify):

(7) State o f residence (PIcaæ specHy):
(8)

(9)

Type o f association (Please check one):
□ Professional

O Educational

O Trade

□ S o cial

O Military

O R eligious

O Fraternal

O Others (Please specify): ____

Approximate total association membership:

(ID) Scope o f membership (Please check one):
n National

□ International

O State

O Local

□ Regional

(II)

Average number of annual convention attendees:

(12)

Approximate operating budget for an annual convention: IJSS

(13)

Pol icies of your association for meeting site selection (Please check one):
O Always in the same location

O Systematic rotation

Lj Attempt to visit different destinations

O Others (Please specify):

Your participation in this study will help charity organizations in the U. S.
The researcher will make one-dollar donation to following charities per your com pleted survey.
Please select one!
I Action Against Hunger USA
I American Foundation for Disabled Children
: American Breast Cancer Foundation
1Others (Please specify );----------------------------------------------------------

Please re tu rn by Septem ber 7
T h a n k vou!
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